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BUT

‘K , K A N G U R O O S ! - I

SEE YOU’RE NOT SLEEPING.
OUT OF A POCKET YOUR YOUNG ONES ARE PEEPING’

1
[ABC]. SKETCH, Sally, pseud. AN ALPHABETICAL ARRANGEMENT OF ANIMALS for little
naturalists by Sally Sketch. [London] Published Jany. 1st. 1821 by Harris & Son, corner of St Paul’s
Church-Yard. [1821].
£ 1,500
FIRST EDITION. Square 12mo, [10 × 12.2 cm.] 28 leaves including coloured woodcut frontispiece, title and
leaves 3-28 with letters of the alphabet, each with a coloured woodcut and short verse below; cropped close
at fore edge in places, just affecting the occasional letter; in later red cloth backed marbled boards, spine ruled
in gilt, light surface wear and rubbing to extremities, but overall a very desirable copy.
Rare first edition of this delightful alphabet book, with animals from Apes to Zebras helping infants to learn to
read. Indeed the title page shows a young girl holding the book aloft, beckoning her young friends forward,
with the note beneath ‘From this nice Book I plainly see, You all must learn A. B. C. D.’, the frontispiece
opposite presenting a scene with the same young girl, in front of an audience of several animals: ‘The Lion, the
Zebra, the Camel, all wait, Their names and their qualities here to relate; Whilst a youthful historian sits ready
to write, And the Monkey attends to the scene with delight.’
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As with all Harris’ works, the illustrations are finely executed, and published at a time when animals were
increasingly making appearances in children’s literature, perhaps as a result of a greater knowledge of the
variety of the animal kingdom. Some of the more exotic in the present work, spanning several continents,
being a ‘Glutton’ (more commonly known nowadays as a Wolverine), an ‘Ibex’, a ‘Nyl-ghau’ (the largest Asian
antelope), a ‘Vansire’, a ‘Yellow Macauco’ and the clever use of ‘Xiphia’ for the letter X, being the Latin name
for a Sword Fish.
Osborne I, 105; see Moon, M. John Harris’s Books 804; OCLC records one copy in the UK, at the British
Library (imperfect, wanting leaves K and O, and all after V) and three in North America, at Toronto, Princeton
and Indiana.

2
[ABC]. [DISABILITY EDUCATION]. DEAF & DUMB MUG WITH MANUAL ALPHABET.
[Staffordshire?] [n.d., c. 1830].
£ 450
Child’s transfer decorated mug depicting finger spelling [68 x 62 mm diam].
The mug has the letters and finger-spelling for the vowels in one panel followed by each of the consonant.
‘It was in 1827 that a charity founder, Mrs Charlotte
Hippisley-Tuckfield realised that there was a need for
a school for deaf children so she wrote to the
influential people in Devon persuading them that
there was a great need for an education provision for
deaf children in the region. Her determination paid
off at a historical meeting at the Royal Clarence
Hotel in Exeter on 6th April 1826, at which it was
agreed that ‘an Institution be established in Exeter’.
The ‘West of England Institution for the Deaf and
Dumb’ was established in Topsham Road and the
premises have stood on the Institution site since
1828. The Topsham Road site, originally purchased
from William Hooper, the creator of the suburb of
St. Leonards, was chosen as it was in ‘good distance’
of Exeter and sat just within the tollgate boundary.
The school started with just 6 pupils from both
Devon and Cornwall but this number soon rose and
in 1829 there were 50 pupils on the roll. Travelling
such distances by horse and cart meant the school
was always residential. The railway did not make it to
Exeter until 1844 so pupils would normally stay at school for six months, returning home for Christmas and
summer. The school relied on fund-raising and the generosity of local people, so one can assume that the mugs
were specifically ordered and sold to raise funds for the school.’ [www.bdhs.org.uk/timeline/a-19thcpearlware-mug/]
The only other example we have located is held at the British Deaf Society Museum in Manchester.
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[ABC]. CUBES ALPHABETIQUES. Amusant et Instructif Paris: imp. Roche Fres., MauclairDacier, Éditeur. [1898].
£ 550
Complete with 30 blocks, [each 4.6 x 4.6 x 4.6 cm], design for ‘Le Petit Chaperon Rouge’ signed ‘Ludovic’;
contained in the original box [30.5 x 25 x 5.2 cm]; the lid with a large decorative label, signed ‘H. Roy 98’
depicting children leaving a school and carrying blocks home to play.
The cubes have six different designs for each of the faces including: 1) the alphabet; 2) ‘Le Petit Chaperon
Rouge [Little Red Riding Hood]’ 3) ‘Le Petit Poucet [Hop-o’-My-Thumb]’; 4) the animal kingdom; 5) children’s
games and trades; and 6) countries of the world. With thirty cubes the illustrator has been able to provide
two different subjects for several series
Some, but not all, of the subject cubes have titles, probably they were designed to encourage children to
recognise for themselves the scenes depicted; certainly the realities of life are laid bare with one face depicting
a man being flogged and others showing factory work that would not pass a health and safety inspection.
A former employee of French toy manufacturer Watilliaux, Charles Mauclair created his own company in 1887
and published and manufactured games, under the name Mauclair-Dacier, based in the rue des Haudriettes in
Paris. He often used the initials MD as an acronym although this item has for once his name in full on the box
lid. The company in 1904 together with other businesses regroup to form the Jeux et Jouets Français or JJF. As
a producer Mauclair-Dacier tended towards making a wide selection of games that included magic tricks, card
games, and board games, together with a few larger popular outdoor games that included Croquets and
Tennis.
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BUDDING

YOUNG ARTIST

4
ANDRÉ, Richard. JACK’S SLATE: Scribbles and Scratches. London: F. Warne & Co. New York:
A.C. Armstrong & Son. [1882].
£ 125
Small 4to [18 x 16cm], pp. 32 printed in tinted and chromolithograph throughout by Emrik & Binger; original
decorated chromolithograph boards, sympathetic reback in green cloth.
The story revolves around young Jack who can’t help but be a proto-artist. Unfortunately for his family Jack
does not have the proper tools to hand for his creations and uses his papa’s shaving brush to paint on sheets,
writes his name in ink on his new trousers, uses lumps of coal to sketch ideas out on the dado and then paints
large red spots on the dog. The solution is to buy him a slate. Although Jack concentrates on using the slate
from now on, he unthinkingly uses his fathers razor to sharpen the pencils and rubs out his work on his new
jacket. An elder brother smashes the slate during a game of cricket and in a fit of temper Jack throws one of
the pieces and breaks a window. His father does not have the heart to thrash him with a cane and in the end
the family are rather thankful that his artistic temper has suddenly stopped.
‘The writer who would eventually become known as Richard André was born [in 1834] William Roger Snow
to a prominent London family. In 1855, after spending his large inheritance, Snow joined the army and travelled
the world. He published his first work in 1860, entitled Sketches of Chinese Life & Character , based on his
observations and experiences while living in Hong Kong. By the early 1870s, Snow had become a playwright. In
1875 both his marriage and his military career came to an abrupt end as a result of his infidelities, causing him
to assume an alias. Working as Clifford Merton, Snow began a prolific career as a writer and illustrator of
children’s literature until his abandoned wife discovered his alias. After their divorce, Snow changed his name
once again. Thereafter known as Richard André, he collaborated with the children’s author Juliana Ewing; his
success as an illustrator continued on after Ewing’s death in 1885.’ [Timothy Young]. Snow died in 1907.
OCLC records two copies in the UK, at the Bodleian and the BL, and four in North America, at Florida,
Chicago, Ohio and the American Antiquarian Society.

A
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YOUNG GIRLS MATHS EXERCISES

ATKINSON, Elizabeth. MANUSCRIPT ARITHMETIC EXERCISE BOOK. Yorkshire. circa 1858.
£ 285

MANUSCRIPT IN INK. 4to, pp. [104]; lithograph title by ‘Bean, Sculpt. Leeds’ with the addition of the students
name in manuscript; with red underlining throughout; original dark green half calf and Moiré boards, marbled
edges; somewhat worn at extremities and spine chipped in places.
Atkinson’s teacher was clearly using Francis Walkingame’s The Tutor’s Assistant’ as their teaching aid. The
exercise book follows Walkingame’s work fairly closely beginning with subtraction, Troy and other weights,
cloth and long measure, wine and beer measures etc. with every increasing difficultly. The work is all very
practical and certainly aimed at anyone expected to have a good grounding in trade. Near the end is a section
on the use of ‘Tare, Tret and Cloff’ - forgotten terms which were allowances for the weight of packing, waste
and dust etc. in commercial transactions.
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We believe that the exercise book belonged to Elizabeth
Atkinson who was born in Huddersfield, Yorkshire in 1845. On
the following page is pencilled ‘W. Singleton’ who would be
William Singleton, a heraldic silversmith, whom she married at
York in 1865. Clearly these exercise books, replete with a
decorative titles, were circulating in the Yorkshire and Durham
area during the 1850’s.
A similar exercise book with the same lithograph title page, and
dated 1851, is held at Yale [QA533.F37 P53 1850] where it
belonged to a student who attended Bishopton Close Academy
at Ripon in 1851.

POOR KITTY
6
BENNETT, Charles Henry. THE NINE LIVES OF A CAT. A Tale of wonder by Charles
Bennett. London: Griffith and Farran, 1860.
£ 285
FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. [3], 21 leaves, printed on one side only, plus 16 publishers catalogue at end;
Illustrated with coloured frontispiece and pictorial title, plus 21 other illustrations, the first four coloured by
hand, with some touches of colour to other illustrations too (i.e. colouring not original, but pleasing
nonetheless); some light marking in places, but overall clean throughout; bound in the original blue
blindstamped publisher’s cloth, spine and upper board lettered and tooled in gilt, lightly rubbed with some
marking to cloth, but still a very good copy, with the later book label of Maie Mitchell on front pastedown and
her ownership signature on recto of frontispiece.
First edition of this entertaining tale of the nine lives of a cat, cleverly illustrated by Charles Bennett with
humorous rhymes for each of the nine lives.
‘Yes, she has grown old; And has caught a bad cold,
Only bread and milk she touches,
Except a little gruel; but she burns a great deal of fuel,
and you may count, One, Two, Three, a great many times,
while she hobbles across the room on her crutches.’
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Charles Bennett ‘was born on 26 July 1828 at Tavistock Court, Covent Garden, London, the son of Charles
Bennett and his wife, Harriet. He seems to have been self-taught as a draughtsman on wood, but by 1855 his
sketches were appearing in Diogenes, a comic paper, and the Comic Times. In 1856 his ‘Studies in
Darwinesque development’ and the ‘Shadows’ series of caricatures in Henry Vizetelly’s Illustrated Times
became very popular. His drawings were also engraved on wood for the Illustrated London News in 1857 and
1866, and the Cornhill Magazine in 1861, and he worked for other popular papers, including Good Words in
1861, London Society from 1862 to 1865, and Comic News between 1863 and 1865, as well as various
children’s papers including Every Boy’s Magazine from 1864 to 1865, and Beeton’s Annuals in 1866. Bennett
illustrated several books, the most famous of which was his edition of Bunyan’s Pilgrim’s Progress (1859),
published by Longmans thanks to the help of Charles Kingsley … Bennett joined Punch in February 1865,
contributing over 230 drawings in the two years before his death, the most famous of which were his
parliamentary drawings for the ‘Essence of Parliament’ series.’ [ODNB]
Necker 146; OCLC: 1061873883.
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BETTER

BUTTER

7
BLACKSHAW, Mary & Jessie. BUTTERMAKING FOR OUR PUPILS… Macclesfield: Claye,
Brown, and Claye, Printers, Courier Office. 1892.
£ 150
FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. [ii], 25, [5] advertisements; apart from a few minor marks in places, a clean copy
throughout; stapled and bound in the original publishers cloth boards, upper board lettered in gilt, some
surface wear (particularly to lower board), but still a good copy.
Scarce first edition of this unusual work, not only written at ‘the request of many of those whom the authors
have been called upon to instruct’, but also clearly to improve the quality of English butter.
‘The advance of foreign competition, in quality and quantity, points clearly to the necessity for Dairy Farmers
to be on the alert to adopt the best Dairy Practice and to maintain the supremacy of our finest butter. It is
quite certain if we follow the “rule of reason” on the lines of the most approved methods, we shall make the
best butter possible from the milk. The difference in value of good and inferior butter, both produced from
milk of the same quality, tells for itself the difference between a good and bad system of manufacture’
(preface).
Jessie Blackshaw was the head teacher at The Eastern Counties Dairy Institute, whose principal objective was
‘to found institutions in the East of England for the improvement of the Dairy Industry… to provide
competent and peripatetic lecturers and experts to give instruction in scientific and practical agriculture, with
regard to dairy management’ and ‘to hold examinations, grant certificates and premiums, and assist pupils to
partake of the benefits of the Institute’. The publication is clearly, in part at least, subsidised by the Blackshaw
family, whose various products (‘Magic Calf Meal’ and ‘Royal Preservative’) adorn the advertisement leaves.
OCLC records four copies in the UK, at Cambridge, Reading, NLS and the BL, with one further copy at
Trinity College, Dublin.

RAISING

FUNDS AFTER THE CHOLERA OUTBREAK

8
[CHARITY COLLECTING BOX]. THE ROYAL ORPHANAGE Wolverhampton. Found 1850.
[Wolverhampton] circa 1900.
£ 200
Black painted purpose made tin box [24 x 14 x 14 cm], the lift up lid with a coin slot and additionally lettered
in white ‘Help the Fatherless and Orphans’ now partially defaced from use, original lock removed.
A purpose made charity collection box, probably originally secured in a church in the vicinity of the town.
Designed to encourage the gift of small change there may well have been several such boxes dotted about the
various parishes in and about Wolverhampton. When the Duke and Duchess of York, later King George and
Queen Mary, opened a new infirmary at the home it was announced that Queen Victoria had graciously
granted the prefix ‘Royal’ to the Orphanage. The box may predate this event with a subsequent repainting of
the lettering.
The Wolverhampton Orphan Asylum was founded in 1850 by local lock manufacturer John Lees to provide a
home for children left orphaned by a serious outbreak of cholera in the town. This was not quite an egalitarian
orphan asylum for the rules stipulated that candidates for admission should be ‘necessitous fatherless children,
from all parts, of the kingdom, 7 to 11 years of age, of either sex, orphans of professional men, principals
engaged in agriculture, manufacture, commerce, or trade, or of mercantile or other clerks, or otherwise
respectably descended.’ Children with a ‘paralytic, or blind or lunatic’ father qualified as being orphans.
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However, ‘orphans of journeymen, artisans, labourers, and domestic or agricultural servants, or child with a
stepfather’ were decreed to be not eligible for admission. The asylum changed its emphasis and became the
Royal Wolverhampton School in 1944.

WORK

FOR A POOR GIRL

9
[CHARITY]. APPRENTICESHIP INDENTURE, for Mary Smeaton of Donington, Linconshire to
be apprenticed to Alice Moore for three years in the art of mantua making at Boston, Lincolnshire.
[Boston?] Lincolnshire. 27 April, 1776.
£ 225
Folio sheet, [33 x 41 cm] indentured on top edge, signed with wafer seals by Mary Smeeton and Alice Moore,
witnessed by William Cobb with duty stamp in blind and in ink ‘Nine Pence Quire’ stamp vid. Townsend Act
duty on paper; verso with receipt for £10 and docketed, old folds, however in fine condition.
We know that Mary Smeeton was was born about 1760 and would have been about sixteen when she was
apprenticed, we also know that her father had died the previous year and her mother sometime before that
and her apprenticeship may have been something of a necessity.
There were four basic types of apprenticeship during this period in the eighteenth century, viz. Private
Apprentices, arranged by the family of the child; Freeman Apprenticeship whereby the person apprenticed
became a freeman of a city or borough; Pauper apprenticeships arranged by the parish officers; and lastly
Charity apprentices, arranged by the parish officers or solicitors, usually as a result of someone leaving an
annual sum in their will for apprenticing a certain number of poor children. Mary Smeeton came under this last
category and the ten pounds given in exchange for the apprenticeship came from the will of Thomas Cowley
who in 1721 bequeathed 734 acres of land and the manor of Wyke at Doddington for just such a purpose.
Mary Smeeton agreed in the indenture ‘to a full term of three years… she shall and will serve her, secrets
keep, her lawful commands gladly do and obey. Hurt to her Mistress she shall not do nor wilfully suffer to be
done by others … The goods of her Mistress she shall not embezzle or waste nor them lend without her
consent to any. At Cards, Dice or any other unlawful Games she shall not play, contract Matrimony not
commit Fornication, nor from the Service of her said Mistress shall she absent herself without her leave but in
all things as a good and faithful Apprentice shall and will demean and behave herself….’
For their part her new Mistress agreed that ‘in the Business of a Mantua maker which she the said Alice Moore
now useth with all things thereunto belonging shall & will teach and instruct or cause to be taught and
instructed after the best Way and manner that she can finding and allowing unto her said Apprentice sufficient
of wholesome Meat, Drink, Washing, Lodging, and all manner of wearing Apparel during the said Term. And at
the End and Expiration of the said Apprenticeship shall and will deliver unto the said Apprentice double
Apparel of all Sorts (namely) one suit good and proper for Holydays and another good Suit proper for
Working days sufficient and fit for such an Apprentice to have and wear.’
We have not been able to identify Alice Moore who took Mary Smeeton as an apprentice, however the
mantua as a form of apparel was entering its final stage around the time this indenture was drawn, the earlier
elaborate draperies and folds had gone and the train had evolved into a length of fabric attached to the back of
the bodice, in a few more years women’s fashion had became altogether simpler and less elaborate. Boston
may have been slightly behind London fashion, even so this particular training was not of much long term use
to Mary Smeeton. We know Mary married in 1788 a Francis Podham of Somerby near Grantham and died
sometime after 1800, her immediate descendants being employed as agricultural labourers, so it looks like this
apprenticeship was not altogether a means of advancement.

WET,

BUT NOT DAMP!

10 [CHARITY]. PSALMS AND ANTHEMS to be sung at the anniversary meeting of the Charity
Children, at the church of St. Paul, on Thursday, June 10, 1824. [London], [1824].
£ 185
10

Printed broadside [23 x 18 cm], old folds and light creasing, but no signs of any damp damage! [see below].
From 1704 through to 1877 the combined choirs of all the Charity Children in the parishes through London
came together for an annual benefit concert at St Paul’s Cathedral. The highlight of 1824 was the singing of
Handel’s Coronation Anthem ‘Zadok the Priest’. The broadside would have been handed out to both children
and congregation giving instruction that ‘Before the Prayers for the King, the Coronation Anthem, by the
Gentlemen of the Choir, the Children to join those parts of the Grand Chorus which are printed in Italics.
Apparently there was a downpour of rain on the day, and it was reported in one newspaper that ‘the children
from the distant schools had to come in hackney coaches, into some of which they crammed ten; and the
neighbouring schools walked, every three or four carrying an umbrella. From the number of hackney coaches
employed in carrying the children (we hear nearly 800), and the private carriages of individuals the
neighbouring streets were so crowded as to be rendered nearly impassable. Each school was accompanied by
the master and mistress, the parish beadles in their uniforms, &c. The children entered the Cathedral at the
south-west and north doors, according to the districts from which they came, and were conducted by the
Gentlemen of the Committee to the seats previously marked out for them, which was immediately under the
great dome, and formed a circle, one range of seats rising above another to a great height; the pulpit was
erected in the centre. The Right Hon. the Lord Mayor, Sheriffs, Aldermen Wood,-Brown, and Key, arrived at
half-past eleven o’clock in their private carriages (the usual state procession not being observed, on account of
the unfavourable state of the weather.) The King and Queen of the Sandwich Islands were invited by the
Committee, through the Hon. Mr. Byng, but they declined the invitation.’ [ Morning Herald]
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LIBRARY FOR LITTLE MISSES AND MISTERS

[CHILDREN’S LIBRARY]. MINIATURE LIBRARY. [Comprising:]
MORE, Hannah. PRACTICAL PIETY; or, the influence of the religion of the heart on the conduct of the life… in
two vols. Vol. I [-II]. London: Charles Tilt, 1839. Two vols, 16mo; bound in the original decorative blindstamped
publisher’s maroon cloth, spine lettered and tooled in gilt, lightly sunned.
TALBOT, Catherine. ESSAYS; with reflections on every day of the week, occasional thoughts, poems… London:
Charles Tilt, 1839. 16mo; bound in the original decorative blindstamped publisher’s maroon cloth, spine lettered
and tooled in gilt, lightly sunned.
CHANNING, William Ellery. CHARACTER OF NAPOLEON, and other essays, literary and philosophical… Vol. I
[-II]. London: Charles Tilt, 1837. Two vols, 16mo; bound in the original decorative blindstamped publisher’s
maroon cloth, spine lettered and tooled in gilt, lightly sunned.
BACON, Francis. ESSAYS, moral, economicial, and political. London: Charles Tilt, 1836. 16mo; bound in the
original decorative blindstamped publisher’s maroon cloth, spine lettered and tooled in gilt, lightly sunned.
GOLDSMITH, Oliver. THE POETICAL WORKS of Oliver Goldsmith. London: Charles Tilt, 1837. 16mo; bound in
the original decorative blindstamped publisher’s maroon cloth, spine lettered and tooled in gilt, lightly sunned.
LAMB, Charles. TALES FROM SHAKSPEARE, designed for the use of young persons. in two vols. Vol. I [-II].
London: Charles Tilt, 1837. Two vols, 16mo; bound in the original decorative blindstamped publisher’s maroon
cloth, spine lettered and tooled in gilt, lightly sunned.
COLERIDGE, Samuel Taylor. THE ANCIENT MARINER, and other poems. London: Charles Tilt, 1836. 16mo;
bound in the original decorative blindstamped publisher’s maroon cloth, spine lettered and tooled in gilt, lightly
sunned.
GRAY, Thomas. THE POETICAL WORKS of Thomas Gray. London: Charles Tilt, 1837. 16mo; bound in the
original decorative blindstamped publisher’s maroon cloth, spine lettered and tooled in gilt, lightly sunned.
SCOTT, Sir Walter. BALLADS AND LYRICAL PIECES. London: Charles Tilt, 1838. 16mo; bound in the original
decorative blindstamped publisher’s blue cloth, spine lettered and tooled in gilt, lightly sunned. [London: Charles
Tilt] [c. 1840].
£ 750

Collection of nine works in twelve volumes, held within their original miniature bookcase (18.5 x 14.5 x
8.5cm) made of wood and clad in maroon morocco, titled “Miniature Library” in gilt within pediment above
the books, with glazed door and remains of original brass clasp (detached, but still fitting neatly to the case),
some rubbing and light surface wear, but overall a very desirable object.
Stunning original miniature library for children, perhaps a brother and sister, the works seeming to cater for
the tastes of a boy and a girl.
The works were published individually in the 1830s, and it then seems that when Tilt joined forces with David
Bogue in 1840 they came up with the idea of marketing (presumably as a way of selling remainder stock) the
titles as groups in the present miniature libraries (we have found another version titled “My Own library”).
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Presumably sets were supplied to order, which probably explains why one of the volumes in our set is bound
in blue cloth rather than maroon (as an interesting aside, the only one dated 1838, so perhaps all that was
available at the time).
Not uncommon individually, sets such as these are now very scarce, two others being located in commerce
(of seven and twelve volumes respectively), while OCLC notes a set of five works in Toronto Public Library,
presumably the five works listed separately in Osborne’s bibliography.

TALES

FOR YOUNG BOYS

12 [CHILDREN]. THE JUVENILE KEEPSAKE, A Present for all Seasons. With Beautiful Plates.
London: Thomas Holmes, 76, St. Paul’s Churchyard. And Sold by all Booksellers. [n.d., c. 1840s?].
£ 275
FIRST EDITION. 12mo, pp. [iv], 212; illustrated with an engraved frontispiece, an engraved vignette on title,
and four other engraved plates, all neatly coloured by a contemporary hand; bound in the original blue
publisher’s cloth, spine lettered and decorated in gilt, lightly rubbed, but still a very appealing copy, with a
lengthy contemporary inscription (‘another little book that afforded pleasure to our dear Jessie…’) to recto of
frontispiece.
Rare first edition of this Juvenile Keepsake, comprising stories collected from various contemporary author’s,
such as Barbara Hofland (‘The Boy’s Treaty’ and ‘The School Boys’) and Geraldine Jewsbury (‘Station in Life: or
the young gleaner and his cousin’). Predominantly aimed
at young boys, the tales, besides those already
mentioned, include ‘Henry Howard; or the Heedless
Boy’; ‘A Naval Hero’ (on Lord Nelson); and ‘Mischief its
own punishment; or the Gunpowder Plot’, as well as
two set in America (‘Business First: Play afterwards’ and
‘More Fear than Danger. An American Tale’).
Barbara Hofland (1770-1844) was the daughter of a
Sheffield manufacturer named Wreaks; she was raised
by a maiden aunt before marrying her first husband, T.
Bradshawe Hoole, a merchant, who died of
consumption leaving her with an infant son, Frederick
Hoole. Already a published writer, she turned to her
pen for their survival publishing a volume of poems
which attracted over 2,000 subscribers - which enabled
her to open a boarding-school at Harrogate.
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She met the landscape painter Thomas Hofland and they married in 1810. They settled in London and Barbara
began writing novels, including a series of works representing the moral virtues: Integrity, Patience, Self-Denial,
Humility, Energy, Fortitude, and Decision. Her husband remained a mediocre artist, much involved in the
British Institution, and a philanderer who fathered an illegitimate son in 1816, whom Barbara uncomplainingly
took in and brought up. Despite her troubles, Mrs Hofland produced a stream of novels, an estimated sixty in
her lifetime. Miss Milford, her friend and fellow novelist, described her as being as; ‘independent as a skylark’.
OCLC records one copy, at the University of Birmingham.

SING

AND BE GOOD

13 [CHILDREN]. LITTLE SONGS FOR LITTLE CHILDREN. London: John W. Parker, West
Strand. 1836.
£ 250
FIRST EDITION. 12mo, pp. 32, [8] advertisements; with a number of engravings throughout the text (one
neatly coloured by a contemporary? owner); stitched as issued in the original publisher’s green printed wraps,
upper cover with a garden scene of a mother and daughter, edge of one corner missing and some rubbing to
extremities, but overall a very good copy.
Rare first edition of this collection of thirty-two Little Songs for Little Children , designed to teach and
encourage good conduct and behaviour, with titles such as ‘Good Children’; ‘Humanity’; ‘Mischief Punished’;
‘Telling Lies’; ‘Stealing’; and ‘Throwing Stones’. ‘Ghost Stories’ is particularly startling, and evidently designed to
strike fear in to a would be naughty child!
‘My nurse-maid said the other day,
That if I were not good,
A Ghost would carry me away,
And eat me for his food’ (p. 9)
Parker seems to have published a number of works for young children, which are listed on the back cover of
the present work (such as ‘Easy Lessons on Money Matters’; ‘Pretty Lessons for Good Children’ and ‘Sister
Mary’s Tales in Natural History’), and were evidently designed to dovetail with those issued by the Society for
Promoting Christian Knowledge.
Not in OCLC, which records an 1837 edition (one copy, at the Free Library of Philadelphia) and an 1839
edition (one copy, at Florida).

CHILDREN

AS PRINTERS

14 [CHILDREN]. LITTLE STORIES from the Parlour Printing Press. London: Smith, Elder and Co.,
65, Cornhill. 1842.
£ 450
14

FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. [viii], 182, [2], 32 advertisements; with engravings throughout the text; in the
original maroon blindstamped publisher’s cloth, spine and upper board lettered and tooled in gilt, lightly
sunned, otherwise a near fine copy, with original binders label on rear pastedown, and bookseller’s label at
head of front pastedown.
Rare first edition of this charming collection of Little Stories, which, according to the preface, ‘were written
for a little boy, from six to eight years of age, and were actually printed by him in one of Mr. Cowper’s
admirable little Parlour Printing Presses’ (p. iii). That said, a fair number of the twenty nine stories are geared
to a female audience too, such as ‘Little Mary’, ‘The Pink Daisies’, ‘The Kitten’ and ‘The Early Lark’, which
begin the collection. Those more suitable for little boys are mostly found in the second half, such as ‘The Two
Sharks’, ‘Ralph the Raven’ and ‘Mount Vesuvius’.
‘A very nice little book for children. The author has evidently been familiar with children, and brought himself
to understand their feelings. No child’s book that we have ever seen has been so admirably levelled at their
capacities as this admirably written little book’ (Weekly Chronicle).
The allegiance to ‘Cowper’s Parlour Printing Press’ is particularly intriguing, and clearly the work was
produced (in conjunction with Smith Elder) to encourage parents to buy it for the home use of their children evidently it was felt there was a gap in the market. Not only is the press depicted as a vignette on the title
page, but an advertisement leaf is included stating that the press ‘is made and sold only by Holtzapffel and Co.,
Engine, Lathe, and tool Manufactures’ in Charing Cross and Long Acre. It is further reported that ‘this little
press, which is made of mahogany, and stands in the small space of 11 inches by 8 inches, is capable of printing
a page 6 inches by 7 inches, and works so easily, that a child may use it on the parlour table’. A list of parts of
the apparatus are then given, with prices.
Not in OCLC or the British library, with COPAC recording one copy, at the Bodleian.

‘THE

OBJECT SHE PROFESSES TO HAVE IN VIEW,
SHE HAS SUCCEEDED IN ACCOMPLISHING’

15 [CHILDREN]. SUNDAY ENJOYMENTS; or, religion made pleasant to children. London:
Printed for J. Hatchard and Son, No. 187, Piccadilly. 1824.
£ 275
FIRST EDITION. 12mo, pp. vii, [i] blank, 146, [2] advertisements; some light foxing in places, otherwise clean
throughout; uncut and partially unopened in the original printed publishers boards, spine and extremities lightly
rubbed, but still a very good copy, with the contemporary presentation label of the ‘Wesleyan Academy’ of
Wilbraham, Massachusetts on front pastedown.
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Scarce first edition of this anonymous guide by a lady, who,
through conversations between Mr. & Mrs. Spence and their
three young daughters, Caroline, Fanny and little Emma, sets out
to demonstrate how religious instruction might be made more
fun, and therefore enjoyed and better understood by children.
‘From the preface we learn, that the rising generation are
indebted to a lady for this attempt to blend instruction with
amusement: we are rather doubtful as to whether the method
she has taken be as excellent as the intention she manifests; but
it is no easy matter to write books of this kind. Though there be
some passages which require revision as to language, and others
not exactly accordant with our own opinions as to the
sentiment, yet as “a simple detail of circumstances which strike
the reader as natural and practicable”, the object she professes
to have in view she has succeeded in accomplishing’ ( The
Quarterly Theological Review and Ecclesiastical Record , 1825, p.
558).
OCLC records copies in the UK, at the Bodleian, Cambridge,
Edinburgh, Aberdeen, Glasgow and the BL.
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16 [CLASSROOM]. ORIGINAL VICTORIAN CLASSROOM CHART. ‘This Chronological Tree of
British History is respectfully dedicated to the inhabitants of Britain & Ireland by the publisher James
Brook’. [London?: James Brook]. [c. 1869].
£ 285
Lithograph on paper [70 x 55.5 cm], lined with canvas
and mounted on a flat wooden bar at the top and a
turned wooden roller at the bottom, depicting a tree
growing up between views of the Houses of Parliament
and Windsor Castle, the trunk and branches being
marked with important dates in British History; lacking
one finial on the roller, also a tear near the top edge and
various creasing and soiling, some crude repairs on
verso, evidently much used for the purpose originally
intended.
Rare survival of this original chart depicting a
‘Chronological Tree of British History’, designed to be
hung in a Victorian classroom.
The trunk of the tree begins British History at 55 BC
with the invasion of the Romans and 50 BC with the
advent of Christianity. The trunk splits into two thick
branches at the Reformation, one of which tabulates
battles, both at home and abroad whilst the other trunk
containing the succession of monarchy together with the
various political events during each reign. This general
plan appears to disintegrate towards the top of the tree
as the branches subdivide into four branches, the last
entries being the ‘Gen. Election Nov. 1868’, ‘H.R.H.
Prince of Wales Marrd. 10th March 1863’ - space
precluded the insertion of his consort! - ‘Magdala, taken
Apr. 13th 1868’ and ‘Assassination of Prest. Lincoln Apr.
14 1865.’
The chart may have actually been drawn earlier than 1869 as the clock tower for the Houses of Parliament still
shows the design of the 1840’s and not Big Ben as it appeared from at least 1859. We have not been able to
identify the publisher, James Brook, or indeed anything else published by him in any form.
Another example of the chart is located at the V&A Museum of Childhood [MISC.260-1983]. That example,
like ours, on a roller.

POCKET

HINTS

17 [CLERGYMAN’S LADY, By a]. SCRIPTURAL HINTS for the
nursery and school-room… Bristol: Published by Wright &
Albright, and sold at 6, Amen-Corner, London. 1840.
£ 95
THIRD EDITION. 16mo, pp. 28; lightly foxed throughout; stitched as
issued in the original yellow wraps, upper wrapper with printed gilt
and black label; a good copy.
Rare survival of these Scriptural Hints for the nursery and schoolroom by a ‘Clergyman’s lady’, who, in her preface, ‘begs to assure
her readers, that after many years of experience and close
observation, she has invariably found young people pay much more
attention to rules given them from the Bible, for their practical and
daily use, than to those from any other source’. She appears to have
resided in the town of Olney in Buckinghamshire, and perhaps with a
little more digging her identity could be revealed, being the wife of
the local incumbent clergyman. As an interesting aside, a previous
clergyman in the parish was John Newton (1725-1807), author of
the hymn “Amazing Grace”.
This or any other edition recorded on OCLC.

ESCAPING INDIA
18 [COLONIALISM]. THE BEAUTIFUL INDIAN; or, interesting history of Zoa, (Daughter of
Henrietta de Balgrave,) and of Rodomond, an East India Merchant, Whom Zoa releases from
Confinement, and intended Death, and with him escapes to England. Durham: Printed by George
Walker, Jun., Sadler-Street. 1843.
£ 285
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12mo, pp. 24; apart from some light marking a clean copy;
entirely uncut and unopened, and disbound, as issued.
Rare chapbook published in Durham, presenting the ‘interesting
history or Zoa, (Daughter of Henrietta de Balgrave) and
Rodomond, an East India Merchant’, the story told by an
unnamed narrator to a woman he calls “Madam”.
‘The narrator begins by explaining that Rodomond is the child of
his longtime friend, whose untimely death left his three children,
including Rodomond, penniless. Consequently, the narrator
took the boys under his care, and Rodomond grew into a
successful interpreter for the East India Company in Bombay.
While there, Rodomond eventually became an enemy of the
natives because he demanded fair business practices. One day,
Rodomond was kidnapped by five mercenaries for “the banyan,”
a powerful local. Luckily, the Banyan’s daughter, Zoa, heard of
her father’s plot, and she freed Rodomond in exchange for his
promise to leave India and take her with him, and to never exact
revenge on her father. Rodomond complies, and he and Zoa left
India on the next boat. They fell in love on the voyage to
England, where Rodomond taught Zoa English and Christianity.
Upon arriving in England, Rodomond went to the narrator,
seeking his approval in marrying Zoa. Once Zoa’s conversion to
Christianity was secured, the narrator approved of the union,
and Rodomond and Zoa were married. As the narrator
concludes, he assures the listener that Rodomond and Zoa are
living under his roof, and that everyone is very happy with the
union’
(see
https://epublications.marquette.edu/
english
_gothic/30/).
OCLC records one copy, a the University of Washington.

‘SELECTED

FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF JUVENILE STUDIES’

19 [CONDUCT OF LIFE]. MORAL RECREATIONS: being instructive and pleasing extracts in prose
and verse: consisting of allegories, tales, stories, fables, &c. Selected for the advancement of juvenile
studies, and to inspire youth with a love of moral and religious virtue. Chester, Printed and Sold by
Jones and Crane. 1797.
£ 285
FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. [iv], 112; paper flaw to F1 with tear
to edge of text block, otherwise apart from some minor dustsoiling in places, a clean copy throughout; bound in
contemporary (original?) green roan backed marbled boards,
chipped at head, and some rubbing to boards and extremities,
but still a very pleasing copy, with the contemporary
ownership inscription of Frances Kirlew, dated 1801, on front
free endpaper.
Rare Chester printing (presumed first edition) of this selection
of Moral Recreations, ‘selected for the advancement of juvenile
studies, and to inspire youth with a love of moral and religious
virtue’. The fifteen extracts in prose and verse, include ‘Korem
and Zendar. A Tartarian Tale’; ‘The Temple of Fame’; ‘The
Schoolfellows’; ‘The Merchant of Bagdat’; and ‘The Rake and
the Hermit’, and are taken from a variety of sources. ‘Parental
Affection’, for instance, propagating ideal motherhood, is
extracted from The Guardian:
‘I went the other day to visit Eliza, who, in the perfect bloom
of beauty, is the mother of several children. She had a little
prating girl upon her lap, who was begging to be very fine, that
she might go abroad; and the indulgent mother, at her little
daughter’s request, had just taken the knots off her own head
to adorn the hair of the pretty trifler. A smiling boy was at the
same time caressing a lap-dog, which is their mother’s
favourite, because it pleases the children; and she, with a
delight in her looks which heightened her beauty, so divided
her conversation with the two pretty prattlers, as to make
them both equally cheerful’ (p. 54).
OCLC records one copy, at the British Library, with ESTC
adding one more, at the Bodleian.
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FUN

WAY OF TEACHING GOOD GRAMMAR

20 [CORNER, Julia, ‘Solomon Lovechild’]. THE PLAY GRAMMAR: comprising the elements of
grammar, explained in easy games… London: Thomas Dean & Son, Threadneedle Street. [n.d., c.
1848].
£ 385
FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. 107, [1] blank; with hand coloured frontispiece and title, and several engravings
throughout; bound in the original burgundy blindstamped publisher’s cloth, upper board lettered in gilt, some
chipping and sunning to spine, but still a good copy, with the ownership signature of ‘W.H. Smith’ 1848’ on
front free endpaper.
Rare first edition of The Play Grammar, designed to teach young children, a fun way, ‘a knowledge of the first
principles of grammar’. The work is cleverly set out in a series of games over ten days, with mamma acting as
teacher to her two young children, Herbert and Fanny, and covering verbs, nouns, pronouns, prepositions,
parts of speech, the genders, and adjectives.
‘This Grammar is a great improvement on the tedious dry catechisms of grammar which are the dread of
children. Too much is not attempted, the science of language is not generally attractive to children unless
conveyed in a plain and easy style. Miss CORNER’S Play Grammar is beyond all comparison the best
contrivance we have seen for teaching this difficult science to young children’ (Reader)
Julia Corner (1798-1875), also known as Miss Corner, was a British children’s educational writer who created
Miss Corner’s Historical Library. Corner was born in London in 1798. Her father, John Corner, was an
engraver. She initially wrote novels, which she continued after she became associated with a series of history
books. In 1840 she published “The History of Spain and Portugal” and the “History of France”. The former
was criticised by the Church of England Quarterly Review as an “apologist for the Jesuits” although “Miss Julia
Corner’s” good intentions and the low price of her books was appreciated. These history books eventually
covered many countries and built up into what was known as Miss Corner’s Historical Library. ‘Corner wrote
simple stories for children and books for their instruction as well as history books about the Ancient Britons,
Saxons, and Normans. She was published by low cost publishers, like Henry George Bohn for whom she
created books about India and China in the 1850s. Her books about countries, Miss Corner’s Historical
Library, would be illustrated and they would include anecdotes, tables of historical events, maps, different
aspects of history and questions were raised that related to the text in the style of Richmal Mangnall… Corner
also created revised editions of other writer’s books including Anne Rodwell’s A Child’s First Step to the
History of England. Her usually conservative books also included plays for children in Dean & Son’s series,
Little Plays for Little People, which she advocated for their educational value’ (see ODNB).
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The illustrations are by Benjamin Clayton, (1809-1883), an Irish artist and engraver who settled in London and
probably produced a tremendous amount of unsigned work for juvenile works, prints and advertising material,
if remembered at all it is as the father of the writer, Ellen Creathorne Clayton.
The work was one of Corner’s mostly successful publications, going through no fewer than twenty five
editions by the 1860’s, the first edition, however, seems to be quite rare, with only the Princeton copy
recorded on OCLC.

PLEASURES

BEFORE THE RIOT

21 [COUNTRY FAIR]. YOUTHFUL SPORTS; or the
pleasures of A Country Fair for good boys and girls. With
beautiful Engravings on Wood. Otley: Printed by W.
Walker, at Wharfdale Stanhope Press. [c. 1830].
£ 185
12mo, pp. 15; with woodcut frontispiece and several woodcuts
throughout the text; stitched as issued in the original blue
printed publisher’s wraps.
Rare chapbook, issued by Walker & Son in Otley, Yorkshire,
presenting an entertaining and alarming tale of George and
Henry’s visit to a country fair.
In another part of the fair we now steered our course, for it
was held on a large green, with rows of stalls, which divided it
into five or six parts. The wild-beasts were in one, the round-abouts in another, gingerbread in another, and so on. In the part
where the wild beasts were, we beheld a man with a dancing
bear. You would have laughed very heartily to have seen the
bear on its hind legs, dancing at the command of its master,
while an old highlander played a very merry tune on the
bagpipes’ (pp. 11-12).
However, the fair ends in a riot with six or seven people killed
by a mob. Thankfully the boys had already left, but the narrator
of the tale concludes ‘Fairs, no doubt, are pleasant places, when
boys behave themselves well; but if otherwise, they oftentimes
end in riot and confusion; therefore, I should not advise many
to attend’ (p. 15). One wonders, with this solemn ending, if the
tale is based on first hand events.
OCLC records three copies in North America, at The Morgan, Washington, and Miami; and two in the UK, at
Leeds and Cambridge.
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AN UNSUBTLE
22

HINT!

[CRADLE]. MINIATURE POTTERY CRADLE. [Staffordshire]. [c. 1820].

£ 450

Measuring 10cm long, 7cm high and 2.5cm in width, this humble example is made from yellow glazed pottery,
decorated with an incised circle pattern; small chip to front inner edge, and some surface marks, but otherwise
in unusually fine original condition, and rare as such.
Miniature pottery cradles were a popular form of wedding gift throughout the United Kingdom during the late
seventeenth to the mid-nineteenth century, with the unsubtle hint implied to the newlyweds left in no doubt.
There were many different variations of these cradles, most emanating from the Staffordshire potteries in
England, however we have found only one other of the present example, which is badly damaged (indeed
broken in two and repaired in the nineteenth century with metal staples). This sort of damage seems a usual
trait with these cradles, doubtless played with by the child or children who were blissfully unaware that it was
symbol of their mere existence!

DESIGNED

FOR USE ON A LECTURE TOUR, LIKELY BY

CRUIKSHANK

HIMSELF

23 CRUIKSHANK, George. THE BOTTLE & THE DRUNKARDS CHILDREN. [London, published
for the artist by D. Bogue 1847 & 1848].
£ 2,850
21

Oblong folio [38 x 55 cm], two series of 8 glyptograph prints taken from the ‘Superior Tinted Issue’ ; trimmed
to edge and mounted on larger sheets with decorative ink and wash borders; each image facing a title in pencil,
ink and watercolour; bound together in contemporary purple cloth, rather sunned and worn, but still
appealing nonetheless.

A special copy, evidently designed to educate children and adults alike on the evils of drink.
The folio was clearly made to be opened either on a stand or a table, the two series of plates following each
other uninterrupted sequence of dissolution through alcohol of both family and children. The plates have been
mounted on the right hand sheet, each with an individual wash border; on the left is a pen, ink and
watercolour cartouche reflecting on the main image that includes the title for each plate and consecutive
numbered from I to XVI.
Although unsigned, we feel on balance that they are probably the work of George Cruikshank. The imagery of
the devil, bottles, glasses, clouds etc. together with the quickness of execution show this to be no amateur
hand. Also the designs were sometimes more or less elaborately sketched in pencil before watercolour was
applied. Like the plates of the work, they are not caricature, although elements do creep in, but try to
compliment the realism of each scene thus adding to the force of the inevitable death and suicide.
We know Cruickshank contemplated going on a lecture tour with the series, but financial and work
commitments were more pressing, however Percy Cruikshank did do a tour in the North of England in 1848
when he and a Mr McCarthy exhibited at various teetotal meetings and town halls. Whatever the history of
this suit of prints they do appear to have suffered from repeated use, with some minor tears and scuffs, though
thankfully mostly to the borders.
‘These designs, which form a “progress” like those of Hogarth’s rake and idle apprentice, trace the evils of
drink through two generations. In the opening scene “the bottle is brought out for the first time” at a happy
family gathering. In the last “the maniac father and the convict brother are gone. The poor girl, homeless,
friendless, deserted, destitute, and gin-mad, commits self-murder.” Cruikshank had each series published “in
one large sheet of double imperial, at one shilling” to make them generally accessible, and of The Bottle
100,000 copies were sold within a few days of its appearance.’ The superior tinted issue, described here, cost
six shillings.’ [Ray]
See Gordon Norton Ray: The illustrator and the book in England from 1790 to 1914 , pp. 119-120; Cohen 194
& 195.

FOR

DAUGHTERS OF OFFICERS OF THE

ROYAL NAVY

24 CURSETJEE, Manockjee. [ROYAL NAVAL FEMALE SCHOOL]. ROYAL NAVAL FEMALE
SCHOOL… Half-Yearly Examination… [Richmond, London]: 16 June 1866.
£ 200
Printed invitation on light blue card [114 x 74mm]; together with an ALS from the secretary of the school,
Arthur Ellis, inviting Cursetjee to the Half-Yearly Examinations on the 19th June, 1866, remains of being
mounted in an album.
The invitation was addressed to Manockjee Cursetjee (1808-1887) a Parsi businessman now remembered as a
reformer and proponent of female education in India who felt that only through the education of girls would a
change in society be brought about.
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Cursetjee started the first English school for Indian
girls in 1859 in his own house with his English
governess and his daughters as staff. Later it grew
to become the Alexandra Native Girls’ English
Institution with its own purpose built school
catering for all girls regardless of caste. In 1866,
Cursetjee was on a tour of England and the
invitation to attend the half-yearly examinations at
the Royal Naval Female School was probably part
of his itinerary to investigate various forms of
education of girls in Britain.
The Royal Naval Female School was founded in
1840 when the initial amount of £1,000 was raised
and ‘invested in the Public Funds, the dividends and
interest to arise from which are to be applied
towards the reduction of the expense of
maintaining the daughters of Officers of the Royal
Navy, whose circumstances may be such as to require assistance of that nature, and of bestowing on them a
good, virtuous, and religions education, grounded on the principles and tenets of the Church of England, so
that they may be qualified to fulfil the duties of domestic life, and also to become proper instructors of the
daughters of families of the highest respectability in the kingdom.’
By 1866, when Cursetjee was invited there were some 85 ‘daughters’ being taught at St Margaret’s House at
Isleworth, a rather grand Thames-side edifice built by the Earl of Cassillis that replaced the home that had
previously belonged to the playwright Richard Brinsley Sheridan. The pupils were taught writing, arithmetic,
history, geography, music, drawing, singing, French, German, Latin, and of course deportment.

‘E N C O U R A G E

CHILDREN TO OBSERVE CLOSELY’

25 DEAN, Hannah. CHALK DRAWING: A Manual for Teachers… E. J. Arnold & Son, Ltd.,
Educational Publishers, Leeds. [1903].
£ 185
FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp, vii, 8-102, [2]; some marking in places, but overall a clean copy throughout; bound in
the original blue printed publisher’s cloth, the upper board with an outdoor scene of two children in front of a
large blackboard, with red ink smudge at head and some light soiling to cloth, but still a very good copy.
First edition of this useful ‘Manual for Teachers’ on Chalk Drawing, set out over 53 exercises, and including 48
coloured plates of fruits, plants and flowers, as well as several insects.
‘Chalk drawing provides for teachers a most agreeable and interesting subject, one well adapted for increasing
and cultivating the child’s powers of observation. The apparatus being easily obtained and quickly prepared for
use (a most important consideration especially in large classes), the subject commends itself as a fitting
occupation for children, producing excellent results in a pleasing manner, and with no undue strain on the
powers of the child’ (p. iii).
We have been unable to find any further information on the author, Hannah Dean, who concludes her
introduction with a note to teachers to ‘Encourage children to observe closely, to think clearly, and to try to
reproduce what they see, and as they see it; thus will their store of knowledge be increased, their faculties
developed, and they will be led to take a keener interest in nature and her surroundings’.
OCLC records two copies, at the BL and NLS.
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‘F O R

THE VERY YOUNG AND RAGGED’

26 [DELINQUENT
CHILDREN].
INTIMATION. Beith School of Industry.
[Beith]. Smith and Son, Printers. [n.d., c.
1850s?].
£ 185
Broadside [28 x 22 cm], apart from a few minor
marks, in good original state.
The Beith Female School of Industry School was
begun in the early 1850’s by a subscription,
together with help from a government grant.
Despite it’s name the school soon included
infant boys although classes continued to be
predominately of girls. This was a non
denominational school that catered for the ‘very
young and ragged.’ There were about 120 pupils
under a mistress, about half of which were
supported by benevolent individuals or
charitable funds and during the 1850’s had a
generally good attendance record. Bible history,
knowledge of scripture, knitting and other
similar handwork appear to have been the main
education at such schools.
Beith in Ayrshire was like many small towns
about Glasgow, steadily expanding during mid
nineteenth century, their chief manufacture
being yarn for the mills in Paisley. Why the
windows were broken, as reported in the
broadside, is unknown, but it was probably due
to some of the children having some sport or a
grudge against the school or its mistress.
Naturally, the notice was printed by John Smith,
a local bookseller and printer, who also had a
circulating library and was known to have
published a number of chapbooks.

‘H I G H L Y

JUDICIOUS REMARKS AND DIRECTIONS CONCERNING
THE MANAGEMENT OF CHILDREN’

27 DENDY, Walter Cooper. THE BOOK OF THE NURSERY: Precepts for the management of
infants, and for the prevention and domestic treatment of the diseases incidental to childhood…
London: Whittaker, Treacher, and Co., Ave-Maria Lane. 1833.
£ 450
FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. xi, [i], 62; tear to K8 (without loss), otherwise apart from some light foxing in
places, a clean copy throughout; bound in contemporary blue calf, spine tooled in gilt with red morocco label
lettered in gilt, boards ruled in gilt, some discolouration and surface wear, and rubbing to extremities, but still
a very good copy.
Uncommon first edition of The Book of the Nursery, written, as the author states in his preface, ‘with the
hope of diminishing the causes of infantile disorder, and of rectifying two opposite errors of nursery
management - the neglect of early symptoms, and the incautious and unscientific administration’. Aptly the
work is dedicated to Queen Adelaide, who herself had suffered several miscarriages, ultimately leaving William
IV with no heir, and paving the way for Victoria to take the throne in 1837.
‘Highly judicious remarks and directions concerning the management of children constitute the merit of this
volume. We think that Mr. Dendy has done valuable service to the rising generation by its production. If we
consider for a moment the immense mortality amongst infants, which may for the most part be mainly
attributed to mismanagement, arising either from ignorance or prejudice, we shall be the better able to
estimate his deserts who thus puts into our hands a means of rescuing so many little sufferers from the tomb.’
(The London Literary Gazette, 1833, p. 233).
The work is set out in three sections, the first on the ‘Precepts for the Management of Infants’ (including
subsections on ‘Dressing the Infant’, ‘Wet [and Dry] Nursing’, ‘The Nursery’, ‘Bathing’ and ‘Moral Treatment’),
followed by ‘Signs of Disorder’ (in three parts: ‘Expression of Feature’; ‘Movement of the Limbs’ and ‘Language
of Complaint’) and then by far the largest section, ‘Cutaneous Diseases’, listing no less than 56 maladies, from
‘Red Gum’, ‘Milk Crust’ and ‘Nettle Rash’, to ‘Dysentry’, ‘Whooping Cough’ and ‘Navel Rupture’, before
concluding with ‘Prescriptions, of Forms of Remedies’, with recipes for powders, mixtures, lotions and
ointments.
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Walter Cooper Dendy (1794-1871) was an English surgeon and writer. After an apprenticeship he went to
London about 1811, and entered himself as a student at Guy’s and St. Thomas’s hospitals. He became a
member of the College of Surgeons in 1814, and commenced practice in Stamford Street, Blackfriars, changing
his residence soon after to 6 Great Eastcheap. He was chosen a fellow of the Medical Society of London, and
became president. However, ‘Dendy was not a mere surgeon; he was conspicuous for cultivated taste and
polished manners. He published a poem of much merit entitled ‘Zone,’ and the ‘Philosophy of Mystery,’ 1841,
a treatise on dreams, spectral illusions, and other imperfect manifestations of the mind. He held some peculiar
religious views, but his mind was too much imbued with enthusiasm for him to be a materialist. He was the
author of many books, and contributed largely to medical journals, and was the writer of some remarkable
papers in the ‘Psychological Journal.’ He was an admirable draughtsman, and illustrated his own works. For a
long period he acted as senior surgeon to the Royal Infirmary for Children in the Waterloo Road. He was
nominated a fellow of the Anthropological Society of London on 2 April 1867, and on 3 Nov. 1868 read a
paper on ‘Anthropogenesis’ before the society, which contained a trenchant attack on the Darwinian
doctrines. Having retired from practice, he occupied his time in the reading-room of the British Museum,
where his eccentric costume made him a well-known character’ (Wikipedia).
Curiously, a drawing is alluded to on the final page of the prelims (‘Reference to the Drawing. Page 112’),
which is not present in this copy, nor any of the copies held in British Institutions. It seems likely that Dendy
himself provided the drawing and that it wasn’t ready for inclusion when the work was published.
OCLC records three copies in the UK, at the Bodleian, Cambridge and British Library, and three more in
North America, at Chicago, Duke and Toronto.

28 [DISSECTED PUZZLE]. BARFOOT, James Richard, artist. EARLY BIBLE HISTORY. London:
John Betts, 115 Strand. [c. 1860].
£ 550
Hand coloured lithograph jigsaw [38.2 x 43.1 cm] of 20 scenes and dissected into 59 pieces, lacking four lugs;
together with a semi-coloured ‘key’, now mounted on four millboards; contained in the original pine box [23.3
x 18.6 x 5.7cm.]; the sliding lid with a hand coloured lithograph title label depicting of various Old Testament
Scenes; with a printed advertisement for Betts’ ‘Instructive Juvenile Games’ on the underside of the lid; varnish
on box somewhat worn and one slider slightly damaged.
The scenes for the jigsaw begin with the creation, with Adam and the beasts, followed in turn by the Fall, Cain
and Abel, Noah’s Ark, the building of the tower of Babel, Sodom and Gomorrah, the Binding of Isaac, etc. until
the Death of Abraham, thus encompassing the Book of Genesis.
The artist that Betts commissioned was the ever resourceful James Barfoot, identified on the lid of the box
with his initials ‘RB’. He was an adept artist at producing games that were both well illustrated and well
designed [see below]. Betts address at 115 Strand was situated opposite the Exeter Hall which during the
nineteenth century hosted innumerable religious and philanthropic meetings, no doubt he found a ready trade
from the various audiences using the hall.
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James Richard Barfoot, the artist of this work, was
born in Clerkenwell, London in 1794; he married
Mary Ann in the 1820’s and settled in Islington
where they had three daughters and a son. At the
time this work was published he rented at 1
Gainsford Place. Although his name appeared in the
Court directory and he exhibited a few paintings at
the Royal Academy, the family do not seem to have
been successful enough to have a live in servant, but
did rent rooms to lodgers including a straw bonnet
maker and cambric merchant. Like many artists of
this period he probably led a rather hand-to-mouth
existence with some outward signs of gentility. His
name is associated with various jigsaw puzzles, as
well as works published under the Betts and Darton
imprints, but many of his works remain to be
identified as the family, all now working on various
products, and tended to supply a steady output of
designs and puzzles for the wholesale trade to apply
their own imprint. In the census, the family gave
their collective occupation as ‘Designer in Wood
and Lithographic Artist’, and we see that the
business began to be transferred to the children.
Mary Ann died at Brighton in 1855 and James
succumbed to typhus at Gainsford Place in 1863,
though their son appears to have still lived at
Gainsford Place in the following year. After this,
references to the Barfoot family peter out, although
James is known to have died as late as 1904.
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IMAGINED PROCESSION
29 [DOYLE, Richard ‘Dicky’]. THE CHRISTENING PROCESSION OF PRINCE TAFFY. London:
Published March 1st 1842 by Messrs. Fores, 41 Piccadilly. [1842].
£ 2,250
Oblong 8vo, [13.8 x 22cm], 12 leaves of 24 handcoloured lithograph illustrations that form a continuous
panorama; original cloth backed tinted lithograph covers of the Archbishop of Canterbury in the act of
christening the Prince attended by members of the royal family and the court of the christening with the title
displayed on two banderoles, the lower cover with the Prince of Wales arms supported by two goats, and
surrounded by two leaks, within the leaves on which putti frolic, corners of leaves slightly rounded and some
slight chipping to the upper edge of the cover.
Satirical panorama of the imagined procession to the christening of
Albert Edward, Prince of Wales in St George’s Chapel, Windsor.
Albert Edward, the future Edward VII, had been created Prince of
Wales on 4 Dec. 1841 and was christened on 25 Jan. 1842. Shown in
caricature are godparents included Frederick William IV, King of
Prussia, and ‘The Belgian God Parent’ - presumably King Leopold, who
in the event was not a godparent. The ‘August Grand-Mama’ the
Duchess of Kent, the ‘Queen Doweger’ Adelaide widow of William
IV, Albert the Prince Consort with Victoria sporting very tall Prince of
Wales feather in her crown. The Queen specially asked that the Duke
of Wellington should bear the Sword of State and he is seen struggling
under the weight. The procession includes numerous establishment
figures, much caricatured, and several groups caricatured by type, e.g.
six buxom drunken wet nurses swigging beer from mugs; and six
wizened looking dry nurses clutching umbrellas to ward off any wetness, a detachment of H.R.H. the Prince of
Wales’s Own Hussars riding goats; Master of the Horse on a rocking horse, the royal cot, The Prince of
Wales chief rocker various rather inebriated looking Bishops, and finally a group of spectators who have
arranged themselves by size so that all get a good view of the proceedings.
Doyle was only 18 when The Christening Procession of Prince Taffy was published by Fores, under their
imprint he had already published a series on the Eglington Tournament and a series of six comic letterheads.
Soon a companion work was also issued ’The Brother to the Moon’s Visit to the Court of Queen Vic’ before
he came to greater notice as an illustrator to the newly form Punch. The Christening Procession of Prince
Taffy was produced in two version as here at 5 shilling plain or 10 shillings coloured.
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PROVISION

MADE FOR OFFICER’S CHILDREN

30 [EAST INDIA COMPANY SCHOOL FOR CHILDREN]. MANUSCRIPT ACCOUNT BOOK
for the East India Company’s Depot School at Chatham. [Chatham]. 1825-1837.
£ 850
MANUSCRIPT IN INK. 4to, pp. [68]; stitched, first and last leaves detached and also soiled from use with a large
ink blotch on the blank last page, some chipping but generally fine.
The Chatham Depôt was essentially a place for recruiting and training the various army’s of the East India
Company. Quite a number of the troops had wives and children who would also be expected to travel to India
so the East India Company additionally made a provision to educate the children.
The only solid information we have on the
school comes from a later period in the Standing
orders of the East India Company’s Depôt of
1852. The barracks at Chatham had become
inadequate by 1841 and were moved to Warley
in Essex but the School there probably still
operated in a similar fashion: ‘1. The School for
the men of the Depot will be held at the hours
arranged from time to time by the
Commandant. 2. For a remuneration to the
School Master, a weekly subscription of 1d. is to
be paid by the scholars. 3. As no Noncommissioned Officer can properly perform the
duties of his station without a competent
knowledge of reading, writing, and arithmetic,
and as such qualifications will always have their
due weight with the authorities in India, the
Commandant hopes that this consideration will
act as a powerful inducement to regular
attendance and good conduct at the school. 4.
No private scholars are to be admitted into the
school, without leave of the Commandant. 5. It
is to be understood that parents who withdraw
their children from the school, without the
consent of the Commandant, have no right to
send them there again without his permission.’
The manuscript falls in two parts, the first
contains an account of the annual purchase from
the local Chatham printers and stationers,
Townson & Birrell and later Etherington,
Youngson and latterly Jackson & Co. In total £9
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13s 6d were expended in 1825 with similar amounts being spent on supplies in the following years. On April
18th were purchased ‘18 Universal Spell Books at 16s 6d; ‘4 Goldsmiths’ England at 12 shillings; 3 Murray’s
Reader’ at 12 shillings, together with Murray’s Introduction at 8 shillings ; ‘3 Croxall’s Esop [sic]’ at 9 shillings;
also copies of other standard works as ‘Enfield’s Speaker’, ‘Vyse Arithmetic’ and ‘Keith’s Arithmetic’ - each
with one copy of the Key for the teacher. Other items necessary for the school room included copy slips, five
dozen copy books and two dozen ‘Ciphg Books’, ‘500 Quills’ at 16 shillings, also, two penknives, two ruler,
eighteen ‘Ink providers’, four ink stands, six slates, 200 slate pencils, a large block of ‘Rubber’. blotting paper,
and a dozen lead pencils. A Lieut. Jacob supplied four bibles and eighteen prayer books at 25 shillings for the
children’s spiritual needs. Additional purchases for each succeeding year closely followed with new titles
replacing older works, or the replacement of worn out school books. Some innovations are apparent when a
set of ‘The National School Spell Cards’ were purchased in 1832 and the years following, however it was not
until 1835 that a copy of ‘Walker’s Dictionary’ was thought to be a useful addition.
The second part of the manuscript tabulates the distribution of the books and copy books to each pupil. The
name of the pupil together with the date of distribution is given allowing us to estimate the size of the classes
at about twenty, roughly divided between sixty percent girls to forty percent boys. Each of the pupils appear
to have needed a new copy book about three to four times a year, the compiler has helpfully kept a running
total so we know that during the period of the manuscript 1147 copy books, 225 Primers, 98 grammars, 309
ciphering books, and 351 spelling books were distributed.
We do not know when the school was started or who the teachers were, although this information may be
held somewhere amongst the extensive archives of the East India Company. Presumably the school was
subsumed into the British Army when the Company was effectively nationalised by the British Government in
1858.

WORKHOUSE

RULES

31 [EDINBURGH CHARITY WORK-HOUSE]. REGULATIONS FOR THE CHARITY WORKHOUSE, OR… Hospital of Edinburgh. Edinburgh: printed by Robert Fleming, 1750.
£ 585
Small 8vo., pp. 32; recently well bound in cloth, spine gilt lettered; a very good, crisp copy.
Detailed rules of engagement for this Edinburgh institution with sections on management (election of directors
and role of managers), ‘rules relating to the Master or Chaplain’, ‘rules relating to the Mistress’, ‘rules relating
to the clerk’, ‘rules relating to the steward or butler’, ‘rules relating to a Master Weaver’, ‘rules relating to the
Brewer’, ‘rules relating to the nurses’, and, finally, ‘rules relating to the poor’. The latter of these included the
instruction ‘that, to encourage the poor to work, there shall be allowed to each of them two-pence of every
shilling their work produces’.
‘The Edinburgh Charity Poorhouse in Bristo Port was built in 1739-1743 by Samuel Neilson, mason, and
William McVey and James Heriot, wrights. It was financed by voluntary subscriptions. Funds for its operation
were raised by a variety of means such as a tax on the valued rents of the city, collections at church doors,
charitable donations and other contributions including an annual benefit play at one of the city’s theatres.
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It was a substantial establishment that, in 1777-8, could accommodate 484 adults and 180 children.’
[www.workhouses.org.uk]
OCLC records four copies in North America, at Yale, Minnesota, Juniata College, and Case Western Reserve.

IMPROVING
32 [EDUCATION - SPEECH DAY]. FREE GRAMMAR SCHOOL, Newport, Isle of Wight, June
18th, 1844. [Isle of Wight, 1844].
£ 85
4to [18 x 22 cm] pp. [4], last page blank; some minor chipping to edge and old folds.
The school had been somewhat dormant until the newly appointed headmaster, the Rev Allan Wallace, took
control, these were the first results of his improvements before the midsummer break.
Printed as a program for the days prize giving event, the proceedings opened with speeches given in Greek,
Latin, German, French and English by the boys who recited works by Demosthenes, ‘Shakspere’, Virgil, Florian,
Southey, Schiller, Mrs Hemens, Cirero, Colley Cibber, Sophocles, and Franklin. An original work on ‘The
Restoration’ both written and recited by H. Maskew rounded off the speeches.
Listed are all the examination subjects, prizes, and the names of pupils in each of five forms, the school having
a total of thirty-seven boys. The School was founded in 1614 and appears to have gone on much as it had done
through the centuries. Allan, who before his appointment was a curate in Hackney in London was only
appointed to his post in April 1843, and programme records how far he had brought the Grammar School
forward in his first year. He continued as headmaster until his death in 1871, despite his best endeavours the
school seems to have continued much as it did throughout the nineteenth century.

HIGH STANDARDS
33 [EDUCATION]. ESTABLISHMENT FOR A LIMITED NUMBER OF LADIES, by Mrs. Louis
Parez, No. 6 Regency Square, Brighton. [Brighton]. [1832].
£ 350
4to, [23.5 x 20 cm] bifolio sheet, the first page with an elaborate engraved prospectus, the third page with
further details of the type of education young ladies would receive.
A well produced prospectus for an upper class establishment for schooling young ladies in fashionable
Brighton.
Mrs Louis Parez was born Mary Mercer in 1801 at London and by the late 1820’s had established a young
ladies school of Misses Mercer and Bourn in Brighton. She married the drawing master and artist Louis Parez
in 1828 and in 1831 Mary and Miss Bourn dissolved their partnership, probably because Mary was expecting
her first child. The Parezs appear to have travelled in France where Louis prepared a number of drawings after
which he opened his Classical Drawing Academy at 6 Regency Square with terms for pupils at £3 3s per
quarter.
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Mary Parez also opened a school at their
home about 1832 when the present
prospectus was published. The terms for
being admitted were high even by
Regency standards, with full board at 50
Guineas per annum. Additional charges
included drawing Mr Parez’s Classical
Drawing Academy for an extra 12
Guineas. Other education included Harp
at 10 Guineas, ‘Piano Forte and Singing
(each)’ at 8 Guineas etc., plus a separate
bed for any young lady boarding at the
school could be had for yet another 6
Guineas.
Louis prepared to publish a series of
lithographs through the firm of Rudolph
Ackermann in 1833 as A series of Views
illustrating the most beautiful scenes on
the Loire. This apparently only got as far
as two published parts before it was
abandoned and he was declared bankrupt
by March 1834. The Classical Drawing
Academy does not seem to have been a
success and had already closed, Mary,
however, had removed her school to
Lewes by the time of the bankruptcy, but
that seems to have lasted only a year, if
indeed it ever opened. At any rate they
appear to have fled to Italy, probably to
escape
Louis
creditors,
though
unfortunately he died at Naples in 1836.
Mary then returned to England with her
three young children and became a
governess until her death in 1854.
Altogether a grand prospectus that records a rather tragic collapse of fortune.

CURRENT

DEFECTS LAID BARE

34
[EDUCATION]. PRACTICAL HINTS ON THE
EDUCATION OF THE SONS OF GENTLEMEN. By
an Educator. London: Burns & Oates, 17 Portman St.
[1878].
£ 185
FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. [vi], 47, [1] blank; in recent
marbled wraps.
A detailed analysis of the current defects in the education
system in England.
The author uses a half humorous and exaggerated style at
times to better get his message to the reader. He identifies
himself as both a Catholic and a ‘grinder’, that is a preparer
of pupils for examination, and from his experience
describes a number of proposals that could improve
current teaching practice. His main concern is that ‘In these
days of telephones and phonographs, we are apt to delude
ourselves with the flattering belief that the art and sciences
are rapidly attaining a state of perfection….’ He strongly
believes that just cramming information into the heads of
pupils is not of any use. Instead he suggests the minds of
children need to understand what they are being taught and
such a course of education should begin at a young age. He
finds most fault with the quality of teacher; they all to easy
blame a child as an idler rather than their own inadequate
teaching methods. The writer ends his work with a plea for
teaching English literature, something he feels, if not totally
neglected, as certainly in a woefully poor state.
COPAC returns copies at the BL, NLS, Trinity College
Dublin, Ushaw, and Oxford.
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A

MINOR PUBLISHING SENSATION

35 [FARQUHAR, Barbara Henry, née Smith]. THE PEARL OF DAYS: or, the advantages of the
Sabbath to the Working Classes. By a Labourer’s Daughter. With a sketch of the author’s life.
Fourteenth thousand. London: Partridge and Oakey, Paternoster Row. Glasgow: D. Robertson. 1848.
£ 185
8vo, pp. xiv, [ii], 90, [4] Subscriber’s list, [6] advertisements; with engraved frontispiece and three plates; apart
from some light marking places, a clean copy throughout; bound in the original red blind stamped publisher’s
cloth, spine and upper board lettered and tooled in gilt, lightly dust-soiled, but still a very good copy, with the
contemporary ownership signature of ‘Thomas Little, Skipton, 1849’ on front free endpaper.
Late in 1847 a competition was held by the Glasgow evangelical publisher John Henderson, who offered three
prizes of £25, £15 and £5 for the best essays by working men on ‘The Temporal Advantages of the Sabbath
the Labouring Classes’. Over a three month period some thousand essays were submitted necessitating
further prizes some of which were promised by, among others, Prince
Albert. It took the adjudicators from March to December 1848 to read
through all the papers in order to select the prize winners. This was a
men only competition, however, Barbara Smith also entered an essay
which she entitled The Pearl of Days deciding that the competition was
open to working people rather than just men. Smith had had barely any
education yet her essay was as good if not better than the prize-winners,
although the adjudicators felt that being a woman her work could not be
entered for a prize they still thought it should be published.
The work became a minor publishing sensation. It included a biography,
was dedicated to the queen, and illustrated and rather sumptuously
produced with the royal coat of arms on the cover. Some forty thousand
copies were printed in several print runs - this being one of the batch
designated ‘Fourteenth Thousand’. Barbara would go on to publish two
more books Real Religion: Or The Practical Application Of Holy
Scripture to the Daily Walk of Life , 1850 and Female Education: Its
Importance, Design, and Nature Considered , 1851. Born in 1815 she
married an Aberdeenshire English teacher in 1850 - not in 1830 as all
reference would have it, so the book in truth should be catalogued under
her maiden name Smith rather than Farquhar- she later moved to London
where she died after a long illness in 1871.
The combination of self reliance, devotion, overcoming hardship, sentimentally, evangelical zeal - she became a
Baptist - and a working class origin, guaranteed the books overnight success. This was, alas, but fifteen minutes
of fame as the book and author have been all but forgotten.
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AIMING

FOR ‘THE LIBERATION, ENLIGHTENMENT, AND ELEVATION
SOCIALLY, AND SPIRITUALLY - OF WOMAN IN INDIA’

-

MENTALLY,

36 FORDYCE, John. THE EASTERN FEMALES’ FRIEND. 1857-1861. Edited by the Rev. John
Fordyce. Edinburgh: William P. Kennedy, 79, George Street… [1862].
£ 450
FIRST COLLECTED EDITION. 8vo, pp. [iv], 64; 64; 64; 64; 64; with engraved title for each part and several
illustrations throughout the text; paper lightly and evenly toned; bound in the original blue blindstamped
publisher’s cloth, upper board lettered in gilt, spine a little sunned and some rubbing to extremities, but overall
a very good copy, with the contemporary ownership signature of ‘Mary J. Fox, Edinburgh, 1862’ on front free
endpaper.
Rare collected edition comprising five years of the
quarterly periodical The Eastern Females’ Friend,
providing a wealth of information, often with
stark first hand accounts, of the plight of women
and children in India.
‘The facts are startling. The daughters of India are
unwelcomed at their birth, untaught in childhood,
enslaved when married, accursed as widows,
unlamented when they die. Their number is more
than eighty millions. Nearly all are benighted and
enslaved. Many are falsely and foully imprisoned.
The work is great. However feeble past efforts
may have been, our aim is nothing less than the
liberation, enlightenment, and elevation mentally, socially, and spiritually - of Woman in
India; - the relief of unutterable temporal
miseries, the salvation of millions of precious
souls, the changing into an ally of woman’s
misdirected power which, even in her
degradation, is now the greatest hindrance to the work of missions; and, ultimately, the raising up of a race of
Christian mothers for India’s future generations’ (‘First Words’ on p. 3 of first part)
The reports are largely from Madras, Bombay and Calcutta, with details given of female institutions, orphan
homes, and day schools, information from and on various Scottish reverends, pastors and Missionary ladies
(including letters and testimonies), as well as segments on ‘an Indian princess at a public school’, ‘Dr. Duff’s
school for High-Caste girls’, ‘Medical Missions’, ‘Training Female Missionaries’ and ‘Native female itinerants’, to
name but a few, the latter giving an interesting account of a conversation with several Hindoo women.
The periodical first appeared in January 1844 under the auspices of Dr. Wilson of Bombay, and in conjunction
with ‘The Free Church Female Society for Female Education in India’, though the ‘circulation was gratuitous,
limited, and in some localities irregular’ so it was therefore felt the present ‘New Series’ should be adopted
with considerable changes, not least charging a penny a-quarter, and printing in a larger type to ‘please the
aged’. The editor of the work, John Fordyce (1819–1902), was a Christian missionary, evangelical minister and
administrator who launched the female education initiative in India known as the Zenana Missions. He has also
been credited with introducing the rickshaw to India.
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OCLC records three copies, at Aberdeen, the NLS and the BL, with no copies of the individual parts
recorded.

‘T H E

BODY AND LIMBS WILL BE SO STRENGTHENED, WHEN
THEY CAN ACHIEVE THE FEATS HERE MENTIONED’

37 FORREST, George. A HANDBOOK OF GYMNASTICS. London: Routledge, Warne, and
Routledge, Farringdon Street. 1860.
£ 150
SECOND EDITION. 12mo, pp. 64; with illustrations throughout the text; bound in the original yellow illustrated
publisher’s boards, the upper board with scenes of boys (alas no girls!) on gymnastics equipment, lightly dustsoiled with some loss to spine, but still a good copy.
Uncommon Handbook of Gymnastics, written by a gymnastics teacher, and published as part of Routledge’s
Sixpenny Hand-Books.
‘This little book contains an abstract of the exercises which I have had the pleasure of teaching to my pupils,
and practising myself. Every exercise has been performed by myself, and therefore can be relied on as
practicable. The reader will not, of course, imagine that I have exhausted the subject, for that would be a work
of years and many volumes. But I have given the most important of the various feats, which, if properly used,
will serve as keys to almost every gymnastic exercise known. For the body and limbs will be so strengthened,
when they can achieve the feats here mentioned, that they will find but little difficulty in mastering any
gymnastic problem that may be set before them’ (Preface).
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The work is set out under the following headings, ‘Exercises
without apparatus’; ‘Exercises on the parallel bars’; ‘The Giant
Stride’; ‘Climbing the Board’; ‘Climbing the Pole’; ‘Climbing the
Rope’; ‘The Horizontal Bar’; and ‘The Wooden Horse’, with
neat illustrations throughout the text showing children carrying
out the various exercises. The first edition of the work
appeared in 1858.
OCLC records two copies, at the BL in the UK, and Princeton
in North America.

BUILDING EUROPE
38 [GAME]. TOUR DE BABEL. Paris: Watilliaux,
Editeur, Lith. J. Marie, Faub St Denis, 61. [c. 1882].£ 2,250
A nest of nine wooden blocks [ranging in size from 78 x 78 x
46 mm to 182 x 182 x 60 mm], each with a chromolithograph
wrap-around illustration depicting European countries with
statistical information; contained in the original box with a wrap
around title label including four cartouche scenes printed in
blue; with a sliding lid (replaced).
Each of the blocks is illustrated with a typical scene from
European countries, Russia the largest block showing a number
of troikas in a winter landscape, Germany & Austria with a
view of Vienna, Sweden and Denmark with mining for iron,
Turkey & Greece with a view of Istanbul etc. Also included are
cartouches with basic information on the population and chief
products of each country.
The now ubiquitous graduated nested set of blocks for children
was quite a late development in toy design with the earliest
known patent being applied for in the US in 1881. Watilliaux’s
Tour of Babel was first marketed as interlocking jigsaw like
pieces that could be joined together as hexagons and then
stacked to form a tower that was issued at the time of the
1878 Paris Exposition, here depicted as the illustration
representing France. However when first American nested
blocks began to appear Watilliaux evidently adapted the
printed design and applied it to his own set of graduated
blocks. Unfortunately this reworking did not quite fit the
increased surface area of the blocks and a blank section has
perforce had to be filled by a section of green glazed paper. It
also necessitated the dropping the country of Switzerland and
in that case the original pattern was too large to be adapted
without there being some loss to the design.
No doubt the original design had some educational value,
although this is somewhat lessened as there is no dexterity
needed to correctly interlock the jigsaw pieces, and instead
only to stack and knock down the Tour de Babel.
In 1874 Charles Watelliaux took over the publisher and manufacturer of many board games and toys, Bernard
Coudert, and became a major producer until its sale in 1908 to Revenaz & Tabernat.

IMPROVING BIBLICAL

KNOWLEDGE THROUGH PLAY

39 [GAME]. BETTS’S SERIES OF SCRIPTURAL PASTIMES. New Testament. London, John Betts,
n.d [c. 1870s].
£ 450
Complete with 144 numbered letterpress printed question cards [84 x 38 mm] printed letterpress and a
colour lithograph map of Palestine [48.5 x 33.5 cm] contained within the original ‘Tonbridge’ box, [15.5 x 19.5
x 4.7 cm], sliding lid with a coloured lithograph pictorial title label, over varnished, some light; with the printed
booklet ‘Key to Betts’s Scriptural Pastime. New Testament.’ 12mo, pp. 40; original printed green wrappers.
A simple yet effective game to learn Biblical knowledge, or at least the New Testament for there was also
produced by Betts a companion work on the Old Testament.
The cards would be placed face down on the table and each player in turn would pick up a card and attempt
to answer the questions. Examples include 1. Where* was Christ born, and what prophet foretold the place of
his birth?; 2. To whom was the birth of Christ first communicated?; 3. By which sign were the shepherds
directed to recognise the infant Saviour?… 143. Are not the righteous under the peculiar care of God?; 144.
What invitation is given in the last chapter of Revelation freely to partake of the tree and water of life?
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In the introduction to the ‘Key’ it suggests that the easier questions should be extracted and used alone until
the children became more adept at answering. Should a child fail to answer a question the card was left face up
on the table, each of the other children could then attempt an answer and so claim the card, if no one could
answer the card was laid aside for later instruction. At the end of the game the child with the greater number
of cards was the ‘successful competitor’ rather than winner - gaming and religion were poor bedfellows in the
eyes of many Victorians and the preface to the booklet alludes to ‘An objection to the association of Sacred
History with anything bearing the semblance of a game for a long time operated to deter the compiler of this
little work from bringing it before the public…’ One added interest for players were the asterisks printed on a
number of the cards which the children would attempt to find on the enclosed map.
Betts also produced games, puzzles and maps, which is not too surprising for he was apprenticed to William
Darton II at 16 in 1819. He went on to start is own business in 1827 and thereafter produced material in
direct competition to his former employer. By 1845 he was successful enough to move his business from 7
Compton Street to 115 Strand where he remained until his retirement in 1875. The Liverpool firm of Philip,
Son & Nephew appear to have taken over the Betts’ business and extended the life of the game by a few years.

CHILD’S

POCKET GUIDE

40 [GRAMMAR]. SHORT AND EASY RULES FOR
ATTAINING A KNOWLEDGE OF ENGLISH GRAMMAR. To
which are added a few letters for the formation of juvenile
correspondence. London: Printed for J. Wallis, Ludgate Street, by
T. Gillet, Salisbury-Square. 1803.
£ 550
16mo (93 x 60mm), pp. 64; with engraved frontispiece; original yellow
paper boards, later paper reback, with printed paper label to upper
board.
Scarce work for children providing them with ‘short and easy rules for
attaining a knowledge of English grammar’. Although issued separately,
the work was also designed to be included as part of Wallis’s ‘Bookcase
of Knowledge’, which comprised ten works on a variety of subjects, such
as Arithmetic, Astronomy, Botany, Geography, History, Mythology and
Natural History, all housed in a custom made miniature wooden
bookcase to form a juvenile library.
‘During the 1790s Ellenor Fenn was a force to be reckoned with in the
promotion of what might be called home-reading-without-tears. A
number of her books from this period mention or advertise boxes of
letters and other equipment which were designed to help children learn
through play. These experiments culminated in a series of brilliantly
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conceived “miniature libraries” initiated by her publisher, John Marshall. They were sets of tiny books, planned
around themes and housed in wooden boxes whose lids were made to resemble the front of a bookcase. The
first of these was actually the largest, The Juvenile, or Child’s Library (1799-1800), but it was quickly followed
by the smaller Infant’s Library (1800-1) - sixteen little books in a box - which proved to be the most popular of
a whole succession of imitations… Once John Marshall had shown the way, other publishers were quick to
market alternatives to his Juvenile and Infant’s libraries. As might be expected, John Wallis, with his
involvement in maps, games, puzzles, and so on, was one of the foremost competitors.’ (Anderson & Oyens,
Be Merry and Wise: Origins of Children’s Book Publishing in England, 1650-1850 , 2006, p. 128).
In 1800 London publisher John Marshall decided that parents were not the only ones who deserved the
pleasure of a book-filled library. Small children should have their own, and henceforth The Infant’s Library was
conceived, designed and produced: John Wallis immediately copied his idea, although he chose to issue the
books in 1801, apparently without a wooden cabinet at first, which was only supplied modelled on Marshall’s in
1803.
OCLC locates copies one copy of this issue, at Princeton, with only four copies recorded of the first
appearance of 1800 (Florida, Princeton, UCLA, & North Carolina); see also Alderson, Miniature Libraries for
the Young, 1983.

‘H A P P Y

THE CHILD
THAT LOVES TO READ’

41 [GRANDFATHER]. ORIGINAL
CHILD’S COMMEMORATIVE PLATE,
‘The Pious Grandfather’ Wedgwood &
Co. [n.d., c. 1825].
£ 150
Original pottery plate, 14.3 cm diameter,
centre with brown transfer print, the rim
moulded with flowers and fruit in green,
red and blue, stamped ‘Wedgwood & Co’
on base, with one small repair to chip,
otherwise in good original state.
Charming commemorative child’s plate,
evidently intended as a gift to a grandchild
from parents or grandparents, the centre
of the plate depicting a grandfather sitting
at a table, book open, while engaging his
two grand daughters in conversation,
printed as the following on the plate:
‘This is a precious book indeed.
Happy the child that loves to read.
Tis God’s own word which he had given.
To shew our souls the way to heaven’
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EMPLOYING

POOR CHILDREN

42 GROOME, William. AUTOGRAPH LETTER SIGNED TO BENJAMIN ADAMS, on the subject
of apprenticeships for poor children. Arundel, January 17th 1792.
£ 285
MANUSCRIPT LETTER. 4to, bifolio, [23.5 x 18.5cm], letter contained on two pages with marks and folds and
addressed on last page, tear where seal broken and a neat hole where Adams filed the correspondence on a
letter spike!
William Groome had been the vicar of Arundel since 1780 and it was probably by default that he was
expected to both look after the poor in the town and also to find suitable occupations, education and
apprenticeships, so as not to be a burden on the rates.
The letter is addressed to Benjamin Adams (d. 1792) a merchant of 30 Lime Street in the City of London who
had financial interests in Jamaica. Benjamin Adams was owed a significant sum by Jamaican landowner George
Noble who had control of a cane plantation known as the Lottery Estate in Trelawney, Jamaica, [see
Huntington Library HM 83630- 83688]. Clearly Adams was wealthy, and William Groome saw him as a source
of money too, for good works.
The letter begins with a ‘Request for 5 Guin’s towards the Apprenticeship of Brown’s eldest daughter to the
art of Mantua making’, this unfortunately did not happen for Mr & Mrs Booker were disatisfy’d because I wd.
not engage to answer for the expense of her Board also.’ The second application in the letter concerns the
‘necessity of Consulting with you relative to the rest of the Children: from whom I have Continual
Applications for clothes and other Necessities: The Boy And Girl who are in the work-house are… permitted
to go to School where they have been kept close ever since we sold the Worthing Estate to Mr Bushby, and
the expense of their Education hitherto, as Amounted to the Sum of between 3 & 4 pounds annually and with
your Approbation they shall continue at School for a year or two longer, by which time they will learn to read
and write, and be enabled with care and Industry to go on thro’ life with Comfort and Advantage to
themselves.’ Groom continues that they are in need of cloaths as they are in a ‘ragged condition’ and gives an
estimate that an amount not ‘under the sum of Ten-Pounds’ was needed to cover all their wants.
We have no knowledge if the application was successful or not, however the key points of the letter are
underlined in pencil so we assume Benjamin Adams replied but cannot be sure if the exact money requested
was forthcoming or not.

MEMORIES

OF A VISIT TO THE SEASIDE

43 [HAINES, Edward Shue]. FIVE SILHOUETTES OF CHILDREN FROM THE SAME FAMILY,
‘Anne’, ‘Willy’, ‘Harriet’, ‘Charley’ and ‘Herbert’, presumably taken on a family holiday to Brighton in
1853. Brighton 28th Jan 1853.
£ 375
Five silhouettes mounted on a single sheet [30 x 28 cm], each with painted shadows and their first names,
dated ‘Brighton 28th Jan 1853’ in top left hand corner.
The silhouettes although unsigned are certainly the work of Edward Haines who was active in Brighton as a
‘Profilist and Scissorgraphist’ from about 1830 until his death in 1866.
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Haines’ father was the owner and operator of a Toy Shop and Camera Obscura in Brighton and his son, who
was to later take over these businesses, began producing silhouettes around 1830. There were other
silhouettists working in Brighton during the first half of the nineteenth century, John Gapp, having establishing
himself on the Chain Pier, and Haines, at first used the Brighton’s Royal Suspension Pier for his work.
However in 1839 Haines was left as the sole practitioner in Brighton and moved to the Chain Pier where he
also installed a weighing machine and had two pleasure crafts stationed for hire. Apparently he was exceedingly
deaf and, on being asked any question, invariably replied ‘One and sixpence, head and shoulders; two and six,
full length’. Maybe five children could be had for the reduced price of a pound or guinea. This was a dying
profession and like many other silhouette practitioners Haines became chiefly active as photographer by the
late 1850’s.
We have not identified the family depicted here, in all their finery and ready for exploring Brighton beach, the
weather was recorded as exceptionally mild and also a bit wet in early January 1853 so maybe this was a
distraction for the children following on from a disappointing visit to the seaside. Haines operated from the
first left-hand Tower on the Chain Pier, well placed to catch the eye of any visitor, or a desperate parent
looking to entertain their children!
For more information of Haines and his fellow artist in paper, see: www.photohistory-sussex.co.uk/
Profilists&SilhouetteArtists.htm

A

VISIT TO

‘E T Y M O L O G Y H A L L ’

44 [HAM, Elizabeth?]. THE INFANT’S GRAMMAR, or a
Pic-nic Party of the parts of speech. London: Printed for
Harris and Son, corner of St. Paul’s Church-yard. 1822.
£ 850
FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. 13 [i.e. 26, numbered on one side
only]; with 11 handcoloured woodcut illustrations; apart from a
few minor marks, a clean copy throughout; restitched in the
original printed publisher’s wraps, with significant surface loss
affecting the title and printed scene, and also rather browned,
nevertheless, the contents in very good condition.
Rare first edition of this charming grammar, designed to teach
infant’s, in a fun way, the basic rudiments of grammar. The work
is set out as a visit to ‘Etymology Hall’ where children are
taught the nine parts of speech under the following headings,
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‘The Articles’; ‘The Nouns, or Substantives’; ‘Nouns Common’; ‘The Adjectives’; ‘The Pronouns’; ‘The Verbs’;
‘Verbs active and passive’; ‘The Adverbs’; ‘The Prepositions’; ‘The Conjunctions’; and ‘The Interjection’, all with
entertaining hand coloured illustrations above.
‘The tribe of great Nouns, whom we Substantives call,
Although it was numerous, came one and all.
There were Mr. and Mrs., Miss Kitty and Sue,
With Anna-Matilda, Maria, and Prue.
Masters Henry and William, and Thomas and Nick,
And, trundling his Hoop, too, in came little Dick.
These were all of the Family proper; but then
There came common people, who brought in the Fare!
What a lot of plums, apples, and sweetmeats was there!’
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According to Moon, the author of the work may be Elizabeth
Ham (1783-1859). This is further substantiated in a
September 2020 blog (‘Party with the Parts of Speech: The
Infant’s Grammar by Elizabeth Ham’) by Andrea Immel, on
the copy held in the Cotsen’s Children Library at Princeton
University: ‘In 1945 Eric Gillett published an unfinished
manuscript of memoirs by Elizabeth Ham (1783-1859), the
daughter of a yeoman, under the title Elizabeth Ham by
Herself 1783-1820. Gillett said somewhat condescendingly
that the vivid account of the woman’s experiences was
appealing because of “her struggles to make a life of her own,
to be of use to someone. Without training or business ability,
but with educational and literary gifts above the average,
….and desperately conscious of her gentility, she was badly
handicapped from the beginning.”… It is to Elizabeth Ham’s
credit that in spite of experiences like these (or perhaps
because of them), she succeeded in composing an instructive
poem for children that was informative, imaginative, and
infused with gaiety: The Infant’s Grammar, or A Pic-nic Party
of the Parts of Speech (1824)… Ham’s sociable parts of
speech, who are not competing with rival concepts, throw a
“pic-nic,” which then referred to what we would call a
potluck, where all the guests contribute something to the
feast. However, Ham says nothing about the refreshments
being a communal effort. The event takes place indoors at
Etymology Hall during the evening, not during the day in the
open air, additional confirmation that the word’s meaning
was in flux. Ham was not pleased with the liberties Harris’s
illustrator (possibly Robert Branston) took here and there
interpreting her verses. Probably the most notable
discrepancy is he changed the season from winter to summer and time of day from night to the day. Yet the
article “The” shown above bears an entirely superflous torch to light the guests way in. While Ham conceded
that the illustrator had improved her original drawings in some places, she did not approve of his having
costumed her characters in “fancy dress” inspired by the current vogue for Elizabethan fashion. Another
addition that might have irked her was the insertion of a tragedy queen center stage between Harlequin and
the graceful dancer, a complete fabrication. She appears to have been modelled upon the actress Sarah Siddons
as Lady Macbeth, one of her most celebrated roles’ (see https://blogs.princeton.edu/cotsen/2020/09/partywith-the-parts-of-speech-the-infants-grammar-by-elizabeth-ham/).
Moon, John Harris, 396(1); Osborne, p. 715; OCLC records four copies in the UK, at the BL, NLS, Bodleian
and the National Art Library at the V & A, and three in the US at Yale, Indiana and Princeton.

MANUSCRIPT

JOURNALS OF AN

INDIAN ARMY

FAMILY

45 [HOLIDAY JOURNAL]. MANUSCRIPT JOURNALS: THE CORPUS [CHRISTI] JOURNAL,
CAMBRIDGE - THE RED HOUSE PAPER - THE 2ND RED HOUSE PAPER - THE BOGNOR
BILLOWS. [Summer 1879].
£ 850
MANUSCRIPT IN INK. 4 parts, 8vo [22 x 14 cm], pp. 22; 8; 14; 24; illustrated with pen and water colour
drawings; original wrappers each with the title and illustration on the upper cover, contents and ‘Notice’ on
the inside back cover.
The editor of the journal was Sarah Lang, who, with her eight children was holidaying in England whilst her
husband Major Arthur Moffatt Lang remained in India.
The journal is formed of four parts, each of which traces their holiday as they visited Cambridge, Bognor and
Harrow. Major Arthur’s brother, James Thomason Lang, was at this time a tutor in Hebrew and Dean of
Corpus Christi College and the introduction to the Corpus [Christi] Journal relates that the children stayed at
the college all of three weeks. This part of the holiday journal includes small pen and ink illustrations of the
college together with various contributions: Mabel Lang entered a poem on ‘Future Memories of the Past now
Present’; the former dean Annesley William Streane was pressed to contribute two poems; Grace Boleau,
Sarah’s deaf sister, includes some naive illustrations of the children mucking about on the river Cam in boats.
They went next to stay with another brother the Rev Robert Lang at Bognor, the weather was not up to
much as Robert essayed the poem ‘Bognor Billows’ which opened ‘Who of us but will remember / Changeful
August & September, / How at storm & Rain we grumbled, or inextricably jumbled. Uncle nieces wife &
daughters, Lay beside the stormy waters:/Bathed from out Machine, off shingle.’ From this it looks as if the
boys in the family had already left to return to school. The earlier of the two ‘Red House’ journals dated July
12th 1879, was probably the first one to be written with the 2nd number written at the end of the holiday.
The Red House at Harrow on the Hill was the family home and here the patriarch of the family Arthur Lang
(1803-1883) and his wife Sarah lived. These two journals also have the same mix of poetry, acrostics,
memories of events on their holiday, many signed with pseudonyms of family pet names.
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This was very much an Indian Army family. Arthur was with Royal Bengal Engineers having taken part in the
siege of Delhi, the relief of Lucknow, and the battle of Cawnpore in 1857. During the siege of Delhi he met
and soon married Sarah Boileau the daughter of another soldier, General Francis Burton Boileau of the Bengal
Artillery. As with many children of serving officers born in India by this time, they were sent back to Britain for
their education. Arthur would not have been able to accompany his wife as he was in continuous employment
as Principal of Kurki Engineering College, Deputy Inspector-General of Fortifications, and Chief Engineer in
Beluchistan, Burma, and the North-West Province.
Almost every one in the family was either born in India or on board a vessel to India or at the Cape, indeed
there is hardly a man in the family who didn’t either serve India, was married there, or otherwise entered the
church and did good works there. All the boys illustrated in the photograph appear to have joined the army
too and in time did their bit for the Empire. The family could have seen each other together very infrequently,
Sarah Lang appears to have made this journey from India not only to see her eight children but also to
accompany her, now sick, brother-in-law Edward Tickell Lang back from Bengal. Ostensibly he wanted to
come home to die at the Red House which occurred the following summer followed by the deaths of his
parents soon afterwards.
An unusual account of an Anglo-Indian family solidifying their British roots, visiting family and amusing
themselves on dull days.
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ADOPTING ENGLISH CULTURE & TRADITION
46 [JEWS FREE SCHOOL]. ODE SPOKEN BY ONE OF THE GIRLS [AND ONE OF THE BOYS
IN HEBREW] of the Jews’ Free School, at the Anniversary Dinner, 1865. [London] J. Wertheimer &
Co., Printers, Circus Place, Finsbury. [1865].
£ 300
12mo, pp. [8]; printed in pink; in the original pink wrappers, remains of album leaf where the booklet was once
mounted.
Published as part of the celebration dinner held at the London Tavern in Bishopgate Street on the 48th
anniversary of the Jews’ Free School.
After the company had finished their dinner and the chairman had made his speech the children of the school
sang the national anthem, this was followed by several toasts when the children were arranged around the
room. Afterwards a boy recited a Hebrew ode followed by the girl giving a similar ode in English. Several more
speeches and toasts were given until a late hour, presumably the children having by then left the tavern.
Anthony Rothschild as president, and the right Hon Robert Lowe, M,P. led the proceedings with guests
including the elite of Jewry, doubtless a copy of the recitations had been pre-printed for the occasion and given
to each of the guests.
The odes are each on the benefits of education, initialled S.S and A.H.B., are presumably both authored and
reciteted by prize pupils of the school. Situated in Bell Lane in the Spittlefileds area of London the School was
under the headmastership of the formidable Moses Angel (1819-1897). Although he was intent on keeping the
Jewish faith alive among his pupils, Angel was unswerving in his conviction that they should adopt English
culture and tradition. He strongly discouraged the use of Yiddish which began to decline rapidly in Britain.
These convictions are born out in the present work by being recited and printed in English and Hebrew.
Unrecorded.

KEEPING

CHILDREN ON THE RIGHT PATH

47 [JUVENILE]. THE TRUANT BUNNY. [Papa Lovechild’s
Series of Untearable Books]. London: Dean & Son, 11 Ludgate
Hill [1859].
£ 300
FIRST EDITION. 8vo, 8 pages, printed on one side only, with first
and last pasted to wrappers; lightly dust-soiled and foxed; the whole
laid down on linen, as issued; in the original ochre printed pictorial
wraps, spine neatly repaired with matching tape, some chipping to
extremities, but still a good copy nonetheless, with contemporary
presentation inscription at head.
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First edition of the tale of The Truant Bunny, published
by Dean & Son as part of their enormously popular
Papa Lovechild’s series, with Papa Lovechild depicted
on the first page reading the book to a group of curious
children. Like many similar works the idea was to
encourage good morals in young minds.
‘Come, children, listen now to me,
Hear what I shall relate
About a silly truant Hare,
And think upon his fate.
Attention give to what I say,
And bear it well in mind,
And when you hear the story through,
The moral you will find.’
The illustrator, William Calvert, was born about 1819,
the son of a cutler in London. He styled himself
variously as engraver, artist and engraver, and woodengraver, he married Elizabeth Mosley the daughter of
a lapidary so initially he may have been employed as a
gem or cutlery engraver. Calvert appears to have
flourished between 1850s and 1860s as an illustrator of
books and by the time our work was published he was
a jobbing wood-engraver living at 10 East Harding
Street, London, right in the centre of the printing trade
off Fleet Street. He does not seem to have moved from
central London and died there in 1868, aged 50. As
with most of Calvert’s work there is an uneasiness in
the way he depicts his subjects, particularly children,
and therefore guaranteed to keep the young reader
both slightly frightened and curious.
Osborne, p. 81; OCLC records two copies, at Toronto
and the BL.

PRIMER

CELEBRATING A

ROYAL

ARRIVAL

48 [LESSONS]. THE PRINCE’S OWN PRIMER. Otley: Printed by the Yorkshire Joint Stock
Publishing and Stationery Company, Limited. [n.d., c. 1864].
£ 185
FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. 12; with woodcut illustrations throughout; stitched as issued, in the original printed
yellow wrappers.
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A neatly devised primer set out in nine lessons, advancing from letters in the alphabet to short moral stories,
each illustrated with a suitable wood-engraving.
The Yorkshire Joint Stock Publishing and Stationery Company was formed from Webb, Millington & Co of
Otley in about 1862 and produced spelling and arithmetic books, educational primers and a number of drawing
books. Almost none of their publications are dated so are very often difficult to pin down, though in the
present case it is clear that it was issued shortly after the birth of Prince Albert Victor, Edward VII’s first child,
in January 1864. They used the children’s book publisher ‘Dean & Son of Ludgate Hill’ as their agent in London.
There must have been a close connection between the two businesses as George Alfred Henry Dean became
chairman of the Otley company in 1874 and points to Dean & Son having a significant share of the business.
Some of the wood engraved illustrations in our work appear to be those used first in Dean & Son’s older
publications. It would appear quite probably that Otley was actually deliberately organised to supply cheap
books to the poorer end of the market by Dean & Son, without disturbing their status in the publishing
market.
OCLC records two copies worldwide, at Toronto and Trinity College, Dublin.

BEAUTIFULLY

HAND-COLOURED

49 MACKIE, Susan Arabella, neé WALBANK. WILLY’S BOOK OF BIRDS by Mrs. Mackie. London:
Published at the “Geologist Office”, 154 Strand. 1860.
£ 750
FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. [iv], 44; hand coloured lithograph frontispiece, engraved title and 14 engraved plates,
all coloured by hand; some light foxing in places, but generally clean throughout; bound in the original green
blindstamped publisher’s cloth, upper board lettered in gilt within a decorative gilt border, some darkening to
spine and light sunning to boards, but not detracting from this being a very desirable item.
Almost certainly published to earn some capital as the authors husband Samuel Joseph Mackie had recently
become bankrupt and was being detained for a while at the Queen’s Prison as an insolvent debtor.
Arabella - she appears to have preferred this name to Susan - states in the introduction that her models for
the illustrations were taken from the showrooms of the naturalist, taxidermist and purveyor of various arsenic
based poisons for pests, Buffon & Wilson of 391 Strand. Their premises had only recently been reopened after
having been consumed by fire in 1857 so they may have had some financial interest in the work as a way of
promoting their restarted business. The illustrations include: The Chaffinches Nest; The Sparrow; The
Chaffinch; The Water Wagtail and Cuckoo; The Blackbird; The Moor-Hen; The Storm Petrel; The Cuckoo;
The Swallow; The Robin; The Starling; The Owl; The Lark; The Nightingale; and the Canary. The work was
later reissued by Darton and Hodge in 1862 and although the text is the same the number of plates was
drastically reduced from fourteen to just six.
The author was born in 1828 at Moreton Hampstead on the edge of Dartmoor in Devon and later became a
governess to the Moseley children of Buildwas Park in Shropshire. She married Samuel Joseph Mackie (18231902) one of the earliest founders of the Geologists’ Association, who also played an important role in its
formation during late 1858. Samuel was variously, an unmarried father, a customs official, a bankrupt, a
geological publisher, a civil engineer, a journalist, an artist, lithographer and inventor. As he was widowed in
1852 with three young children he likely thought Arabella a good match when they married the following year.
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Unfortunately with Samuel having gone bankrupt in 1857 and imprisoned, the couple lived a somewhat
precious existence through the 1860’s. Samuel was already editing and writing articles for his own journal The
Geologist: a Popular Monthly Magazine of Geology , a precursor to the Geological Magazine at this time, and
hence the imprint of the work being sold through his journals office.
We do not know much more of the author although she had a patent to her name in 1890 for a washing
machine called ‘The Torrent Washer.’ What appears clear though, is that both Arabella and Joseph lived a life
always either on the edge of insolvency or actually insolvent. Arabella died in 1900 and her husband in 1902
when the probate recorded his wealth at just £1 7s.
See Darton H1002; OCLC records two copies in the UK, at the Bodleian and the British Library, and one in
North America, at Florida.

OF

THE BEST QUALITY

50 [MAGIC TOY]. SOIREES MISTERIEUSES Phisique, Magie, Escamotage, Prestidgitation Paris:
Breton, Éditr. Lith. Brioude rue des Fentaines No. 5. [circa 1860].
£ 3,250
Including 13 turned boxwood magic cups & ball, twin boxes, millet barrels, disappearing coin, a ‘Jean de la
Vigne’ and cotton cloak; three cups and striped balls etc. (two knops missing on turned items); contained in
the original fitted box 38.5 x 29 x 8 cm], the lid with a large decorative hand coloured lithograph title label
enclosing a cartouche of a wizard conjuring at a table with an assortment of scientific and other objects
including a skull on a shelf behind; to the left and right are tables within a decorative design on which are laid
out a number of the tricks continued in the box; below another cartouche of a magic lantern show being
performed for children; the whole with a patterned and gilt embossed paper border.
A toy magic set of the best quality, evidently only affordable for the wealthiest classes.
During the 1840s the magician Jean-Eugène Robert-Houdin (1805-1871), today recognised as the father of the
modern style of conjuring was gaining increasing fame. Through his theatre he transformed magic from
something that was a diversion for the lower classes into an entertainment for the wealthy. His original
Theatre Robert-Houdin was located at the Palais Royale, but in 1852 he moved to a new location at the
upmarket address of 8 Boulevard des Italiens. Breton, the maker of this example, was clearly aiming at the
same wealthy class so it is probably unsurprising that his emporium was directly opposite the theatre at
number 11 Boulevard des Italiens. Here he sold ‘jouets d’enfans, pieces mecaniques, jeu de societe et
tabletlerie’ to customers rich enough to buy the very finest quality toys for both themselves and their children.
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The tricks are all chiefly designed around slight of hand and deceptive movements with such titles as Le
chapelet de ma grand’mere, Le Piliers de Salomon, Jean de lavigne, Les Goelets; Le Baril au Millet. Many are
familiar today with cups and balls, magic cups where the contents can disappear, or magically fill up with rice,
also disappearing coins; and of course the all important magic wand from which a silk scarf could be magically
pulled.
The wooden pieces have been turned chiefly from boxwood, with clever detailing that camouflages the various
plungers and levers which activate the mechanical part of the tricks to give the illusion of magic.
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FOR PARENT

AND

TEACHER

ALIKE

51 MARKS, Edward N. SHORT WORDS TO SPELL and Read as Well. T. Nelson and Sons,
London, Edinburgh, and New York. [n.d., c. 1867].
£ 285
FIRST EDITION. Small 4to, pp. 33, [1] advertisement; with 11 colour illustrations; p. 9 torn in gutter, frayed to
fore-edge and at some time tipped back in (text and image not affected); bound in the original publishers clothbacked glazed pictorial boards, spine hand written in white, corners rubbed and some surface wear, as well as
being an ex-library copy, from Norwich County library, with stamps at head of title and verso, and label to
front free endpaper, also with near contemporary inscription to front pastedown; still a good copy,
nonetheless.
Rare first edition of delightful picture primer, containing ‘nearly a thousand different words, so arranged that
the spelling columns form reading lessons, and the phrases and sentences form perfect rhymes’
(advertisement).
‘This little book not only supplies a vocabulary of nearly a thousand words, but it also exemplifies, in the
simplest manner, the use of each word. The plan of the book, though entirely new, is such as will, it is believed,
at once commend itself to all engaged in teaching young children, whether professionally or not… Amongst
what we conceive to be the chief objections of the usual methods of teaching young children are:- 1. The use
of incoherent sentences, on the plea that they are simple; 2. The attempt, at once pedantic and puerilee, to
explain to infants, theoretically, the anomalies of language; and 3. The arrangement of words according to the
analogy of mere formation. By the eye, but not the ear, analogy is recognized between g-a-s and w-a-s.’
(forward ‘To those who teach’).
Edward N. Marks produced a number of similar works for children around the same time, including The Royal
Road to Spelling and Reading ; The Ear and the Eye; or, a New Way to Try ; and Words to Spell and Read as
Well, and it seems clear that he intended his works to be used as much by teacher’s in schools, as parents at
home. However, apart from this brief flurry of works published in the 1860’s, very little seems to be known on
him or his life.
As with most works published by Nelson and Sons, the colour plates are particularly striking, typography clear,
and well thought out for young children.
OCLC records one copy in the UK, at Cambridge, and another in the US, at Pittsburgh; not in Whalley,
Osborne, Gumuchian or the British library.

A ‘VERY

STRIKING WORK’

52 [McCRINDELL, Rachel]. THE SCHOOL GIRL IN FRANCE. Published by R.B. Seeley and W.
Burnside: and sold by L. and G. Seeley, Fleet Street, London. 1840.
£ 400
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FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. viii, 379, [1]; with additional engraved title; apart from a few marks in places, and
some toning to paper, a clean copy throughout; bound in contemporary half green calf over marbled boards,
spine ruled in gilt, label missing but lettering still visible, upper joint cracked (but cords holding firm), some
surface wear and rubbing to extremities, but overall a pleasing copy, with the contemporary ownership
signature of Amelia Enderby on title and at head of front free endpaper.
Rare first edition of this interesting and enlightening tale urging caution to parents in sending their daughters
abroad ‘for the advantages of education in a Popish country’ ( Christian Lady’s Magazine, 1840, vol. 13, pp. 469470).
‘In the first place, it ought to be understood, that “The School Girl in France” is not, in any manner or degree,
a work of fiction. It is simply a narrative of facts, collected together, and related with no other departure from
absolute truth, than such an alteration of names, places, and dates, as was obviously and imperatively
necessary. The author writes not from imagination, but from personal knowledge and observation. She is
experimentally acquainted with the numerous and most serious evils attendant upon continental, and,
particularly, upon French education. She has seen-alas! how often-the apparently strong foundation of
Protestant principles—the work of years of Christian training -sapped and undermined ; and “the alienated
children of deluded and mis-judging parents, a prey to the seductions of Popery, or to the no less common
danger of religious principles utterly unsettled, and of practical infidelity;” and being thus aware of the perils
which surround Protestant girls in popish schools, she earnestly exhorts Christian parents to remember, in
behalf of their children, their own daily prayer, “Lead us not into temptation.”’ ( The Englishwoman’s magazine
and Christian mother’s miscellany, edited by Mrs. Milner, 1847, p. 314).
The above review of the third edition of 1847 demonstrates the popularity of the work, and it evidently
caused quite a stir at the time. Indeed, the reviewer further goes on to report: ‘In the convents, to which
young English girls are sometimes sent for education, matters are even worse. There, the influence used to
pervert their principles is direct and open; but we must bring this long notice to a close; and must refer our
readers to the book itself for authentic information on these most important topics. So long, indeed, as there
shall be in England, nominally Protestant parents, so ill-instructed on the most momentous of all subjects, as to
imagine the points of difference between Popery and Protestantism to be slight and unessential, so long, it may
be feared, will English girls, for the sake of certain real or imaginary advantages, be consigned, in smaller or
greater numbers, to Romish places of education’ (ibid, p. 317-8).
Rachel McCrindell (1801-1847) together with a Miss Sanders, ran a school for young ladies at Claremont
House in the Old Kent Road of London. Considering the content of the work it is not altogether surprising
that the majority of lessons were there conducted in French. The work can be seen as a way of persuading
clients that a French style of education could adequately be attained in Britain, rather than abroad. This seems
to be McCrindell’s first work, which was followed by The English Governess (1844) and The Convent (1848),
all generally on the same theme of protecting girls from the dangers of ‘popery’.
OCLC records two copies only, both in the UK, at Cambridge and the British Library.
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CHILDREN

OF ALL CREEDS AND COLOURS

53 [MISSIONARY CHILDREN]. GLEANINGS FROM THE MISSION FIELDS about the children.
London: Printed by Hayman Brothers and Lilly, 19, Cross St., Hatton Garden. [1874].
£ 385
Thirteen issues bound in one; 12mo, pp. 48; 32; 32; 31; 32; 32; 32; 32; 32; 32; 32; 32; 32; with numerous
illustrations throughout; some light marking in places, but generally clean throughout; bound in the publisher’s
original blue pictorial cloth, spine and upper board lettered in gilt, boards with gilt lettering, minor surface
wear, otherwise a very good copy with contemporary ownership signature on front free endpaper.
Scarce first edition of this enlightening work giving details of the missionary work of the Wesleyan Methodist
Missionary Society in Italy, Spain & Portugal, Ceylon, India, Kaffir, Jamaica, British Guiana, Bahamas, San
Domingo & Haiti, Maori, and Fiji.

Particularly interesting is the information given on the “Red Children” of North America (‘They are divided
into many tribes, which differ from one another in appearance, dress, and habits, but are all so far similar as to
show that they belong to one great race. Although varying in depth of shade, their skin is of a fine reddish
brown, much like the colour of clean, bright copper. Hence they are known as the Red Men; and they call us
white people, the Pale Faces. It is doubtful whether, four hundred years ago, they had ever seen a pale face.
Over all the vast continent they roved, hunted or settled at their pleasure. but the white men came, and
brought great changes’), and the ‘negro children of Jamaica’ (‘In writing of the children of Jamaica, we have, first
of all, to assure you that they are not all of them black. There are, of course, many European and American
families living on he island. There are also Mulattoes, whose parents are one white and the other black:
Samboes, - the one parent black, the other a mulatto: Quadroons, - the parents one white the other mulatto:
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Mestees, - the children of one white parent and one quadroon. These last are often but little darker than the
English residents, and some of them scarcely show a trace of their negro relationship’).
OCLC records one copy, at the State library of New South Wales in Australia, with some of the individual
titles being listed separately, but all rare with only one or two copies recorded.

A

NEW DIRECTION IN CHILD EDUCATION

54 MONTESSORI, Maria. THE MONTESSORI METHOD. Scientific pedagogy as applied to child
education in ‘The Children’s Houses’ with additions and revisions by the author…. Translated from
the Italian by Anne E. George. With an introduction by Professor Henry W. Holmes of Harvard
University. With thirty-two illustrations from photographs. London, William Heinemann, 1912. £ 250
FIRST ENGLISH EDITION. Tall 8vo, pp. [ii], photographic frontispiece, xlii, 377; thirty-two photographic
illustrations on 8 plates, and numerous line drawings in the text; bound in the original red cloth, spine and
upper board lettered in gilt; with contemporary stamp on front free endpaper ‘Supplied by The Anarchist
Federation 127 George Street, Glasgow’; a very good copy.
Rare first English edition (published simultaneously with American edition) of Maria Montessori’s revolutionary
work, which marked the beginning of a new direction in child education. This edition contains her revisions
and additions, which were to be included in the second Italian edition, published the following year.
Based in tradition of Rousseau, Froebel and Pestalozzi, the Montessori Method essentially sought to establish a
new foundation to education. The child should be free to learn and to discover by its own mistakes within a
structure of discipline and concentration. Montessori observed that children go through a series of ‘sensitive
periods’ with their ‘creative moments’, when they show spontaneous interest in learning and have maximum
ability to do so. She also noted their capacity for mental concentration, their desire to repeat things over and
over, and a love of order. Montessori introduced numerous practical teaching aids and was among the first to
stress the importance of physical education as an important element within the school day.
‘It was in the early years of the Casa dei Bambini that the fundamentals of what we now know as the
Montessori method were developed. The ‘prepared environment’ set a basic atmosphere for learning, with
room for ‘the liberty of the pupils in their spontaneous manifestations’… The activity materials provided an
opportunity for the child to acquire important precepts through sensory-motor means. Each ‘game’ was
designed to teach a skill or a fact… In this prepared environment the child practised the education of his
senses, reading, metrics, grammar, music, manual training, and gymnastics and he also learned cleanliness,
order, poise, absorption, and patience’ (IESS).
This first edition in English is prefaced by a very detailed assessment of the Montessori method by Henry W.
Holmes, with special regard to the difficulties in its application to the teaching to read and write in English. The
Montessori method began to spread abroad after 1918. Maria Montessori’s publications were translated into
many languages and training courses were set up. Recently, beginning in the fifties, there has been a resurgence
of interest, which is still continuing and has led to many new Montessori school and training centres being
established.
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A

PARTING GIFT

55 MORISON, John. KIND WORDS TO A SUNDAY SCHOLAR on leaving school. London:
Sunday School Union, Depository, 60, Paternoster Row. [n.d., c. 1840s].
£ 185
16mo (8.6 x 5.3cm), pp. 24; stitched as issued in the original green printed publisher’s wraps, covers lightly
dust-soiled and rubbed.
Rare, apparently unrecorded, handy pocket guide gifted to Sunday scholars on leaving school.
The author, John Morison (1791–1859) was a Scottish Protestant minister based in London. He was a long
standing editor of the Evangelical Magazine & Missionary Chronicle , author of theological and biographical
subjects, and a Congregational pastor at Trevor Chapel, Knightsbridge, London (now the site of Harrods!). ‘In
his early pastorate he had worked as minister at Union Chapel, Sloane Street. However, he resigned and was
followed by some of his Independent congregation, who met in Smith & Baber’s floorcloth factory during 1816,
until they could complete the building of their own Independent chapel at corner of Arthur Street and
Lancelot Place. This opened in December 1816, largely paid for by a
member of his congregation, John Souter, who bought a lease for the
site of chapel, and several houses, in Trevor Square. Dr Morison’s
Chapel was later enlarged, during the 1830s, and was completed with
schoolrooms by the end of the decade’ (Wikipedia). It is likely the
present work was published at some point during the 1840’s to
distribute to pupils on their last day at school, from this, and other
local institutions.
Not in OCLC.

IMPLANTING

A DAILY IDEA IN YOUNG MINDS

56 [MOTHER, By a]. THE STEPPING STONE TO
GENERAL KNOWLEDGE: containing upwards of seven
hundred questions and answers on miscellaneous subjects,
adapted to the capacity of infant minds. By a mother. London:
Longman, Brown, Green, Longmans, & Roberts. 1856. £ 185
NEW EDITION. 12mo, pp. 72; evidence of a light stain to first few
leaves, otherwise apart from a mark here and there, clean
throughout; stitched as issued in the original green printed publisher’s
wraps, with later ownership signature of ‘Margaret J. Ellis’ at head, as
well as extensive inscriptions by her on endpapers dated 1881, wraps
a little worn and dust-soiled, but still a good copy.
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The Stepping-Stone series included works on, geography, history, music, natural history etc. which enabled
mothers, more easily, to give their children the basic rudiments of an education.
Formed in a question-and-answer format, similar to a catechism, the author is keen to point out that ‘the
object of this little work is to implant a daily idea in such young minds as are incapable of great mental
exertion; and to gratify that awakening curiosity, observable in children, which should receive an impetus
rather than a restraint. The Questions contain the chief matter of the subject, and from the variety may be
unsuspectingly offered to the young pupil, either in the morning walk, the twilight hour, or by the evening
fireside, without having the semblance of study, or requiring the disliked application’ (pp. 3-4).
We have been unable to identify the authoress of the work, though from the advertisement on the rear cover
we know that she contributed several more works to the ‘Stepping Stone’ series, including on Geography,
English History, Bible Knowledge and Biography.
The upper cover includes emblems of the various subjects in the series above a representation of Britannia
directing children to a temple of knowledge.
Not in OCLC, with the earliest edition recorded being 1858 (Bodleian only) followed by other editions in
1868, 1877 and 1880 (all stating ‘New Edition’ and locating one copy each).

THE KING

OF

P R U S S I A ’ S ‘Z O O L O G I C A L G A R D E N ’

57 [NATURAL HISTORY TOY]. DER WILDPARK. The Zoological Garden. [Germany] Bei F.
Fechner in Guben. [circa 1845].
£ 2,500
Game consisting of 27 shaped and hand coloured lithograph pieces mounted with blue paper backing on
wooden stays (listed below); all contained in the original light blue box [14 x 18.2 x 2.8 cm] the lid decorated
with a hand coloured lithograph scene of the ‘Wildpark’ enclosing the title in German and English above the
imprint; bordered by embossed paper.
The game is clearly based on the Wildpark adjacent to Sanssouci at Potsdam, which was created in 1843 by
the Prussian court gardener Peter Joseph Lenné for King Frederick William IV.
The park was for the private use of the King of Prussia and unlike Sanssouci park, not open to the public. Not
that this deterred the publisher Friedrich Fechner, or at least the unknown artist, from imagining the park.
Fechner’s business at Guban was located about 100 miles east and like Potsdam also in Brandenburg. He also
shared a few imprints with Joseph Myers, the toy seller, in London and this may account for the dual German
and English title - unlike many of the games emanating from Nuremberg Der Wildpark does not stretch to
French or Spanish in the title. However, there is some evidence that Fechner at least explored the British
market with the publication of The German emigrants or Frederick Wohlgemuth’s voyage to California…
translated by Leopold Wray of 1840 and Little Tales for Boys. An amusing book for the moral improvement of
children the same year. The latter was a joint imprint with Joseph Myers, a major games importer and
wholesaler in London who probably had other connections with Fechner in the marketing of toys and games.
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The pieces of the game include: buck and doe fallow deer; buck, doe and fawn red deer; buck, doe and fawn
roe deer; buck, doe and fawn mountain reindeer; wild boar and sow; three single, and a group of rabbits; a
pine tree; oak tree; a babbling brook, three bushes and shrub; wild mushrooms; and three rustic criss-cross
fences with trees and shrubs.

EXCITING

THE IMAGINATION OF
THE YOUNG MIND

58 [NATURE]. WONDERS OF NATURE. Thomas
Nelson and Sons, MDCCCLVII. [1857].
£ 185
8vo, 24 leaves printed in colour in lithograph and wood
engraving with a decorative border in gold; original red
cloth, the covers decorated in blind with a the title within a
gilt cartouche on the upper cover; spine chipped in places;
inscribed Master Shelley L. Hunt 1st Drawing Prize, Midsr.
1857. Terrace School Reading.’
A neatly produced work aimed at exciting the imagination of
children. The illustrations and text devised to excite the
reader, including the Natural bridge of Icononzo, New
Grenada - The aurora borealis - Fingal’s cave - The falls of
Niagara - Icebergs - Mount Vesuvius - The phantom ship Waterspouts - Stalactite caverns - Glaciers, and Mount
Erebus.
‘These prints were for the most part small topographical
works, produced cheaply and in great numbers to supply an
ever-growing market, that of the railway tourist. Many small
steel-engraved vignette views were also being produced for
this purpose, but it was slow and expensive to print each
one by hand on the rolling press. Nelson and Sons cut the
printing cost dramatically by substituting pen-and-ink
lithographs which could be printed on the new steam
presses. Though very finely drawn, these inevitably had less
delicacy than steel engravings. The firm compensated by
adding two colours from cheaply engraved woodblocks, pale
blue for the sky and fawn for the ground. For good measure
they also usually printed in the image in purplish ink.’
[Bamber Gascoigne, How to identify Prints, 1988].
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The recipient of this copy was Shelley Leigh Hunt (1843-1902)
who, as can be deduced from his name, was the paternal
grandson of the essayist and poet Leigh Hunt (1784-1859). Not
only that, for his maternal grandfather was Edward Ellerker
Williams who drowned with Percy Bysshe Shelley in 1822 and
his maternal grandmother was therefore Jane Williams (17981884) who later became common law wife of Thomas Jefferson
Hogg (1792-1862). Apparently our Shelley joined the army in
1860 and eventually became a colonel in the Indian Signal Corps
but saw no active service. Terrace School was run by Henry
Horlock from the 1840s until his death in 1860 and thereafter by
his wife and son until the 1870’s.
OCLC records four copies in North America, at Florida,
Michigan State, Western and Utah.

UNRECORDED
59 [NEEDLEWORK]. A GUIDE TO DOMESTIC NEEDLEWORK AND BABY’S WARDROBE.
Illustrated with numerous patterns and designs… Dedicated to the Queen. London: C. Mitchell, Red
Lion Court, Fleet Street; and all the Booksellers, and Fancy Repositories. [c. 1840].
£ 350
FIRST EDITION. 12mo, pp. iv, 5-77, [3] advertisements; with illustrations and diagrams throughout the text;
stitched as issued in the original printed publisher’s wraps, upper cover with illustration of a domestic scene,
lightly rubbed and paper spine missing, but binding holding firm and still desirable nonetheless.
Rare first edition, apparently unrecorded, of this charming, neat and informative little Guide to Domestic
Needlework and Baby’s Wardrobe, appropriately dedicated to the young Queen Victoria.
‘A very important division of the book is that which comprises the infant’s wardrobe, - a subject more
universally interesting, and requiring a more elaborate nicety, than most others. In all well-regulated families,
the young ladies comprising it are, at a proper age, initiated into the means of executing this kind of work: and
they will now have the opportunity of becoming thoroughly versed in the principles by which it is governed,
and will peruse them in a collected form, always at hand as a means of reference’ (pp. 9-10).
Chapters include ‘The Lady’s [Gentleman’s & Children’s] Toilet’; ‘House Linen’, ‘Ornamental Stitches’ (with 14
listed); ‘Tatting’; ‘Modes of Finishing’; and ‘The Infant’s Wardrobe’, before concluding with ‘General Remarks Home Consumption of Linens’ and a curious section on ‘Educational Systems’ with suggestions from a
gentleman who had recently visited ‘places of instruction in France’, including ‘Lithographed books to teach
children to read such written letters or documents as they will probably meet with in after life’ (p. 77).
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We have been unable to identify the authoress of the work, who simply signs off her ‘preliminary observations’
with her initials and street address: ‘Bruton Street. A. M.’, and the title page further stating her other works,
‘Guide to Fancy Needlework and Embroidery’; ‘Guide to Knitting, Netting, and Crochet’; and “Woman! as
Virgin, Wife, and Mother” (where, interestingly, her address is given as ‘Devonshire Street, Portland Place’).
Clearly, she was from a well-to-do background. {There is a milliner an M. Atkins at 21 Bruton Street}
Not in OCLC, COPAC, or the British library, and therefore apparently unrecorded.

A

CHILD’S PRINTING PRESS

60 [PRINTING TOY]. MACHINE A IMPRIMER. Imprimant Cartes de Visite, Menus, etc. Paris: A.
P. Brevetee S.G.D.G. [n.d., c. 1900].
£ 2,750
Iron cast printing machine, together with the two original boxes of type, glazed lids (glass of one broken and
repaired), together with a third box of type not original to the toy, and supplied later; machine in good
working order, and evidently once extensively used, with some chipping to paint work, and ink evident on
roller and glass printing area; neatly fitting into the original maroon box (44.5 x 26 x 16cm), lid (titled in gilt)
and front face hinged, with the printed makers label and instructions on inside of lid, with original strings on
inside of box where additional tools (now no longer present) would have been housed; rubbed, worn and
marked in places, with short tear visible to box lid, but otherwise a lovely object and a rare survival.
Rare survival of a wonderful and very desirable toy designed for children to play at printing, and perhaps
further become employed by their parents to print such things as ‘Menus’ for special occasions, or tea parties
with friends.
The toy was simple to use, as a translation of the instructions confirms: ‘Compose what you want to print by
placing the characters very straight. You put ink on the small plate placed at the end of the machine, taking
care that the roller is slightly impregnated with it everywhere, then you just have to place a card at the top of
the machine by making it hold behind the claws. By lowering the plate you get a perfect impression. Keep your
characters clean when finished by cleaning them with petroleum, shale or turpentine’.
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The present example has evidently been well used and well loved, though as it has obviously passed through
several hands and generations with the inevitable age related wear and tear, as well as some likely losses of
original parts (though he have been unable to find another example to compare for completeness). We have
also been unable to establish the Parisian maker ‘A.P.’, however it may be Antoine Pollet who used the name
‘A. P. Brevetee S.G.D.G’ when patenting a mechanical Franco-Russe salt shaker at Lyon in 1893. If it is Pollet
he probably had a small scale business adept at making various mechanical devices. Such high end toys as this
printing press was therefore in all probability, one of several items that he marketed at the turn of the century.
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A

YOUNG

REGENCY

GIRLS

‘N U M E R A T I O N ’ B O O K

61 RICHARDSON, Frances. ORIGINAL MANUSCRIPT ‘NUMERATION’ BOOK. [Newcastle?].
October 9th - November 22nd 1813.
£ 550
MANUSCRIPT IN INK. Folio [24 x 21.5 cm], pp. [80]; written in longhand with underlining in red, also two tables
neatly bordered in watercolour; stitched in course thick brown paper.
By the early years of the nineteenth century most schools were using one of the arithmetic books that were
now becoming reliably inexpensive. In the present case, Frances Richardson’s teacher was using a copy of
Francis Walkingame’s The Tutor’s Assistant’ as their teaching aid. The exercise book keeps closely to
Walkingame’s work beginning with Numeration, Simple Addition, Simple Subtraction, Simple Multiplication,
Simple Division etc. This is then followed by weights and measures in Troy, Avoirdupois, Apothecaries, Cloth,
Land, Wine, Ale and Beer etc., before concluding with the ‘Rule of Three’ in various forms.
There is good reason to believe that Frances lived in or near Newcastle as the ‘Examples’ given in an early
exercise in ‘Simple Addition’ give the calculations needed for a journey from London to Newcastle. Apparently
this does not appear in the various editions of Walkingame’s work and was likely introduced by the teacher to
give the pupils some practical and local interest in the work they were doing in class.
The work is inscribed at the end ‘Frances Richardson, her Book finished on the 22nd Novr. 1813 in the 12
year of her age.’ Slightly different from most exercise books, Frances has been allowed to decorate two of the
tables on the first few leaves. Evidently at the beginning of her work the teacher allowed some light relief from
her purely educational work.
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I N C L U D I N G ‘H I N T S

ON

INFANT EDUCATION’

62 [ROGERS, Mrs. G. A., i.e. Eleanora Maria]. THE FOLDED LAMB; or, Memorials of an Infant Son’
with Hints on Infant Education, by his Mother. With a preface by his father, The Rev. George Albert
Rogers, M.A. London: Wertheim & Macintosh, Paternoster Row. 1851.
£ 225
FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. xii, 192; with lithographed frontispiece; apart from a few marks in places, a clean
copy throughout; in the original publisher’s blue blindstamped cloth, upper board and spine lettered and
tooled in gilt, some fraying at head and tail, and cloth lightly dust-soiled, but still a good copy.
Uncommon first edition of this heart felt work on the life and death of Henry Law Rogers, who was born at
Cheltenham in 1846 and died in Oxfordshire in 1849 and was the infant son of Eleanora and George Albert
Rogers’ Vicar of Leominster and Domestic Chaplin to Viscount Clifford.
Although a work clearly written out of grief, it seems that Eleanora Rogers was keen to impart to her readers
her own hints on infant education: ‘Obedience in children is the best foundation for their present enjoyment
and future happiness. It is moreover, the basis of all real and solid
education; and however trying it may be to a young mother, when she first
finds it needful to enforce it, she must view it as a solemn duty from which
she may not shrink, if the immortal soul of her child is precious in her sight’
(p. 20); ‘So simple are the methods which may be most successful in
conveying instruction to infant minds, that from their very simplicity they
are often disregarded’ (p. 36); and ‘Decision of character in children, more
especially in boys, is a virtue which cannot be too early inculcated and
strengthened’ (p. 65), to quote but a few of her useful ‘hints’.
The owner of the present copy was Dorothy Plumptre. She was a member
of the well-known Plumptre family, many of whom were Cambridge and
Oxford alumni and spent their lives devoted to the service of the Anglican
Church as Deans, Very Reverends etc. She could either be Dorothy
Plumptre (1788-1878), born London, died Kent; or the other Dorothy
Plumptre (1800-1876), born Long Newton, Durham, died Oxford. Both
were wealthy spinsters of independent means. The owner is more likely to
be the former, as George and Eleanora Rogers moved to Kent before 1871,
where George Albert Rogers was the Vicar of Christ Church, Dover, and
died in the Blean area in 1883. This is also where Dorothy Plumptre lived
with her spinster sister, Sophia. Both families being of a very religious
inclination, it is likely they were acquainted with one another.
We have found only one copy of the first edition, at the British library, with OCLC recording one copy of the
second edition at the National Art Library at the V & A, and two copies of the third edition published in the
following year, at the BL and Southern Illinois in the US.
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ADDING

TO

FRÖBEL

63 ROOPER, Wilhelmina L. KINDERGARTEN GAMES, without music, for the baby classes… with
a preface by T. G. Rooper. Griffith Farran Okeden & Welsh, Newbery House, Charing Cross Road,
London and at Sydney. [1890].
£ 185
FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. [iv], 64; apart from a few marks, a clean copy throughout; bound in the original
publisher’s red buckram, printed in black, covers sunned (particularly the upper) and some light soiling, but still
a good copy.
Uncommon first edition of these 42 Kindergarten Games, designed to add ‘to that variety which Fröbel so
much desiderated for young children’ (p. 3), with the author further adding in a ‘Note’ that ‘a little dressing up,
however rough and ready, of the chief characters adds zest to these games’ and ‘wherever it is possible, the
real objects mentioned should be used by the children’.
‘The kindergarten games are intended to make a variety in the school routine for the little ones. Many of them
are calculated to impress some moral, such as punctuality, obedience, carefulness, and industry. Others again
are intended to convey useful information pleasantly, viz. the spelling addition subtraction and flower games. A
few are simply varied forms of ball games, the ideas of which are partly German and a few others are
suggested for present giving occasions. The words are to be said, not sung, as a variation from the singing
kindergarten games and as an exercise in simultaneous and individual recitation, preparatory to the practice of
more advanced forms’ (advert in the Bookseller, March 1890).
Wilhelmina L. Rooper wrote a number of other works for infants’ schools and junior classes (including ‘Hymns
for Elementary Schools’ and ‘Recitations for Infant schools’), though information on her life seems to be scant.
OCLC records four copies in the UK, at the BL, NLS, Cambridge and the Bodleian, and one in North America,
at the Boston Public library.

SHORT

LIVED MANUSCRIPT MAGAZINE

64 [SCHOOL MAGAZINE]. NO. 1 [- NO. 2] “THE BLEMELL SPIRIT” Full of wise-saws and
modern instances [London, Blemell House School] Augt. 27th 1826.
£ 500
MANUSCRIPT IN INK. Two vols., 8vo [17 x 10.5 cm], pp. [16]; double columns, ruled in red ink; some minor
marks and folds; together with a covering manuscript note from a Blemell student of a later date.
An early example of a school magazine produced by some of the boys attending Blemell House school in the
South Kensington area of London.
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The first number opens with a mock introduction by the
editor: ‘In consigning so laborious an undertaking to the
public the editor with a view to render his weekly
publication both interesting and communicative he spared
neither pains not trouble to obtain all the information in
his power and to observe with a vigilant eye the daily
occurrences of the past week his only ambition will be to
increase more and more into the public favour he is also
solicitous for the lenity and trust that this literary
production will prove worthy of patronage it claims and
the subject it illustrates.’ After a number of
‘advertisements’ the magazine contains articles on stone
throwing in the playground, fashionable movements,
cricket matches, ‘Gross absurdities’, enigmas etc. The
second number continues in the same vein with an
advertisement for an auction, a proposed masquerade at
Michaelmas time, the account of a dormouse ‘ the
property of a neighbouring gentleman was safely
delivered of 5 young ones…’ with a coroners inquest
further on said dormouse!
We know from the last page of the first number that the
magazine was circulated among four boys ‘B. Layard Esq.,
W. Lamotte Esq., S, Davies Esq. and C. Prettyjohn Esq.,
and dated August 27th 1826. It seems probable that the
magazine was an end of term amusement, however, after
two numbers it was likely abandoned when the boys
returned home for their summer break.
Robert Blemell Pollard (1783-1864) was educated at
Westminster and subsequently became Master of the
Green Coat School there, which then stood on the
outskirts of Tothill Fields, adjoining the Bridewell. In 1819
he bought a three and a half acre site in South
Kensington and opened School there. Incidentally, he
received compensation in 1830 for Mount Charles Estate
in Jamaica. There were 80 enslaved people valued at
£1993 17s 1d for which Pollard made two claims, one for £645 18s 2d, one for £760 7s 4d. Perhaps it was
money from these ‘investments’ that Pollard used when he originally set up the school.
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The earliest records of the school come from the 1841 census where it was recorded that Pollard had three
teachers, 40 male pupils aged between 7 and 17 years, two male servants and four female servants together
with his family at the Blemell House. The site of the School was sold to make way for the Brompton Oratory
as the area was fast developing from a semi-rural area to the Museum quarter of London.

A

YOUNG LADIES FIRST STEPS IN SCIENCE

65 [SCIENCE & NATURAL HISTORY]. COLLECTION OF THIRTEEN SCIENCE RELATED
CHAPBOOKS. Comprising:
The Prairie. [1841].
The Ant. [1841].
The Ear. [1841].
The Eye. [1841].
The Leaf. [1841].
The Tongue. [1841].
The Grass. [1841]. Second Edition.
The Egg. [1842].
The Instinct of Birds. [1842].
The Fruit. [1842].
The Coral-Maker. [1842].
The Gall Insect. [1842].
The Honey Bee. [1842]. Second Edition. [London: The Religious Tract Society. 1841-42].
£ 850
62

FIRST EDITIONS, APART FROM THOSE NOTED ABOVE. Thirteen
works, each 12mo (13.5 x 10.5cm), pp. 32, and with engravings; each
work stitched as issued in the original colour wrappers with an
engraving to the upper panel, some rubbing and wear to spines in
places, but overall very good copies.
Significant group of this desirable series of science and natural
history books, produced by The Religious Tract Society, designed to
teach young children basic knowledge on each of the subjects.
The works, whilst offered separately, were also designed to be
classed in six volumes (with five titles in each): ‘Plants’; ‘Birds’;
‘Remarkable Insects’; ‘Wonders of the Waters’; ‘The Senses’; and
‘The Waters of the Earth’, though rarely are all found offered
together. Indeed, few of the individual titles survive in more than
one or two copies in institutions, and although published in large
numbers, the destruction rate due to little fingers must have been
great.
Provenance: ‘The Prairie’ and ‘The Leaf’ with contemporary
ownership signature of Harriet Oakley, the latter also with the
booksellers label of J.W. Snowden, 9, Cambridge Terrace, High St.,
Kingsland. Several other titles have the initial’s ‘J.D.W.’ in pencil at
head of title page, though it is unclear how early this is.

TEACHING

YOUNG LADIES ASTRONOMY

66 SHARMAN, John. ASTRONOMICAL DIALOGUES, for the instruction of youth… Dublin:
Printed by John Jones, No. 40, South Great George’s-street and sold at No. 22, Dawson street. 1810.
£ 550
FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. 59, [1] advertisement; apart from a few minor marks, a clean copy throughout;
bound in the original roan backed marbled boards, spine lettered and ruled in gilt, chipped at head and tail, and
boards rubbed and worn (with ink signatures of female owners, as follows), with the contemporary ownership
signature of ‘Anna Jane Ward, July 28th 1816’ and another difficult to decipher inscription(by a ‘Catharine…’)
on front pastedown (both scored through in ink), and later inscription of ‘John Salmon, Twyford, October
30th, 1837’ on front free endpaper; altogether an appealing copy.
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The work consists of 478 numbered paragraphs, not, as the title suggests as Astronomical Dialogues, but more
in the form of questions to be answered.
Opening with some general observations Sharman continues with
information on Mercury, Venus, the Earth and Mars before discussing
the recently discovered Juno, Ceres, Pallas and Vesta which he
designates still as the fifth to eight planets. Following on from this are
Saturn and the still named ‘Georgium Sidus’ [Uranus] before Sharman
turns his attention to the Moon, eclipses, tides, moons of the planets,
comets, stars, cycles and periods and lastly the ‘The equation of time.’
John Sharman (1748-1822) published in 1787 at Dublin An
introduction to astronomy geography and the use of the globes at
which time he styled himself as a ‘Teacher of Geography’. This was a
much more detailed and practical work than the Astronomical
Dialogues, the real purpose of which was to teach gentlemen the
rudiments of the subject. This was published again in 1794 and
apparently the future Queen Victoria learnt her knowledge of
astronomy from this title. Sharman probably found it lucrative to also
teach young ladies and so wrote his Astronomical Dialogues to that
purpose. An advertisement at the back of our work appears to
confirm this conclusion: ‘Academy for Young Ladies. Mr. Sharman,
having more applications from Pupils, than he can possibly attend, has
opened an Academy at his house… where young Ladies are taught
Writing, Arithmetic, Geography, Astronomy, the use of the Globes etc.’
Sharman is recorded for several years as the treasurer of the ‘Strangers Friends Society’ indicating that he was
a Methodist. In fact, his teaching equipment and globes passed to the Cork Preparatory Seminary for young
Governesses where Sharman’s daughter, Mrs John Stuart, was one of the superintending committee and
Hannah More a patroness. We also know that Sharman’s wife Armanilla was a boarding school mistress and
from 1791-92 a member of Literary Teachers Society. The conclusion being that this was a husband and wife
team adapting their teaching methods to the pupils available to them over several years.
OCLC records three copies, at Liverpool, and two in Dublin (at Trinity College and University College); no
copy in the National Library of Ireland or the British library.

‘F A R

IN ADVANCE OF

“M A V O R ”’

67 SMITH, Thomas Buckley. THE NATIONAL ILLUSTRATED READING AND SPELLING BOOK
FOR THE YOUNG: including first lessons in writing, lineal drawing, pronunciation, common things,
number, weight, measure, time, money, and colour. With directions, explanations, and exercises.
Upwards of 200 Engravings. London: Piper, Stephenson, and Spence, [1860].
£ 250
64

FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. 118, [2]; with coloured engraved frontispiece; lightly and evenly browned
throughout due to paper stock, some gatherings sitting slightly proud due to splitting in gutter, but holding
together nonetheless; bound in the original green blindstamped publisher’s cloth, upper cover lettered in gilt,
some minor marking to cloth, but still a good copy, with the original binders ticket of Richard Allen,
Nottingham on rear pastedown.
Rare first edition of this provincially printed National Illustrated Reading and Spelling Book for the Young ,
providing careful ‘directions, explanations and exercises’, ideally suited to young children.

‘The design of this work is to furnish intelligent mothers and teachers of the very young, with such aids in
interesting and developing the minds of their important charge, as best accord with the improved methods of
teaching now adopted in superior schools’ (Introductory Remarks). With a contemporary review in The
Bookseller reporting ‘Mr. Smith has very nearly hit upon a perfect Spelling and Reading book. It is very cheap,
and contains much that is good in matter and arrangement - much that the pupil will quickly and willingly learn.
The work is far in advance of “Mavor”, as “Mavor”, when it appeared, was in advance of its predecessors’.
Further still, Joseph Bentley, the manager of the Society for Promoting National Education, notes that it is ‘the
most natural, rational, cheap and properly embellished Spelling Book, or Introduction to English, I have seen’.
Thomas Buckley Smith (1815-1894) was the principal at the People’s College in Nottingham from the 1840’s
to 1870’s. Of the scant information we have unearthed, he was clearly an early advocate for women’s suffrage,
with a conference being held at his college on the 23rd January 1872, at which he delivered a paper on ‘The
Rights of Women in their Educational Aspect’. He also published several ‘Pupil’s Manuals’ on Spelling, Reading
and Composition.
OCLC records four copies, all in the UK, at the BL, NLS, Cambridge and the Bodleian.

A

NEW

QUEEN

68 [SOVEREIGNS]. PANORAMA OF THE KINGS AND QUEENS OF ENGLAND; from William
the Conqueror to Queen Victoria. Leeds: Webb, Millington, 93, Top of Briggate. [n.d., c. 1849]. £ 450
Panorama, measuring 16.2 x 250 cm overall, consisting of 36 uncoloured vignettes within a brown ornate
border, of English monarchs from William the Conqueror to Queen Victoria (plus Oliver Cromwell), beneath
each appearing the name of the monarch and then the date he/she was born, the date his/her reign
commenced, the date he/she died, and the number of years he/she reigned; some neat early repairs on verso
to some folds, otherwise clean throughout; concertina-folding into the original limp printed yellow paper
covers (16.2 x 14cm), lower cover with advertisement for the New Progressive Drawing Book, lightly dustsoiled, but still a very good copy.
Scarce provincially printed Panorama of the Kings and Queens of England; from William the Conqueror to
Queen Victoria, published in the early years of the latter’s reign, with a youthful Queen depicted.
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Details of this work ‘are taken from a letter to the Rev. M. C. F. Morris from Thomas R. Kitching, dated 28
June 1925, in Hull University Library. This may be the “folding booklet portraying the Kings and Queens of
England” with figures “said to have been drawn by John Gilbert, R.A.)” mentioned by Morris, p. 7. Its present
location is unknown. Webb, Millington & Co. moved from Briggate to Bond Street, Leeds, in 1849. A catalogue
of books available from Webb & Millington’s successors, The Yorkshire Joint Stock Publishing and Stationery
Co. Ltd, of Otley, Yorkshire, (of which a xerox is in Otley Museum) lists “Sovereigns of England… from
designs by Gilbert. Royal 32mo, cloth, gilt edges, 1s”.’ (McLean, p. 71)
Not in OCLC.

MUSIC,

STORIES AND

‘P E N N Y R E A D I N G S ’

69 [ST. JOHN THE EVANGELIST’S, EAST DULWICH]. COLLECTION OF 28 FLYERS INVITING
TO MUSICAL, LITERARY AND EDUCATIONAL EVENTS. [London, 1875-76].
£ 450
66

All 8vo and mostly printed on coloured paper; mounted on strong folio sheets, together with additional paper
cuttings reporting on the events.
The parish of St John the Evangelist was originally a chapelry created from St. Giles-Camberwell parish; the
church was built in 1865 on green fields, called Goose Green. The move of the Crystal Palace to neighbouring
Sydenham in 1854 and the ensuing railway connection enabled rapid growth of the South London suburb and
the need for churches. W. J. Strickland became the reverend of the church and organised educational and
cultural events which are documented here in this collection of ephemeral items. The events advertised for
and described in newspaper cuttings are for musical performances with readings of edificatory stories
interspersed, ‘Penny Readings’, all introduced by Mr. William J. Noad, the manager of a steamship company
who may have been the collector of this collection. All neatly printed on paper of various colours with some
printed in colours.

UNRECORDED
70 [SUNDAYS SCHOOLS]. RAIKES, Robert. POCKET HANDKERCHIEF GOLDEN MAXIMS [A
Sabbath well spent brings a week of con]tent And health for the toils of tomorrow; But a Sabbath
profaned, whatsoe’er may be gained, Is a certain forerunner of sorrow. [Manchester?], [1831]. £ 300
Cotton handkerchief [61 x 43 cm] printed in pink, with a portrait of Robert Raikes above a scene of
schoolchildren walking from their school, in twos, to church, on the left and right are printed in verse ‘ Rules
of behaviour’ and ‘Hymn for Sabbath Schools’ old repaired tear to the top right obscuring one line of text and
a small hole in the lower right corner.
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Printed as a souvenir on the celebration of the 50th anniversary of the Sunday School Movement when a
Jubilee was held around the country on Robert Raikes birthday on the 14th September 1831.
This example has been embroidered with the name of ‘Ann Pollard’ suggesting that the handkerchiefs were
either awarded to good pupils or that they were sold to raise funds - one of the aims of the jubilee was to
raise funds for future school building projects.
The verses printed on the handkerchief appear to be unrecorded. The first is called ‘The Rules of behaviour’
and includes the lines: ‘Now I am in the Sunday School / I should attend to every rule / These things I ought to
mind I know / To wash my hands before I go / And never stop behind to play / At school before the teacher
comes I must not run about the room / But sit quite still and read a book / Or at my Catechism look… I ought
to do as I am bid / And not turn sullen if I’m child / For they are very kind indeed / Who teach for nothing how
to read. The other verses ‘Hymn for Sabbath Schools’ includes the stirring lines: ‘Through Albion’s ocean
isles / in near and distant lands, / Where’er the Christian Sabbath smiles, / The Sabbath School-house stands /
Heralds of peace! proclaim / the year of Jubilee; Now in the Babe of Bethlehem’s name / Bid every child go
free.’

MAKING

GARMENTS FOR SLUM CHILDREN

71 [SYNGE, Margaret Bertha]. SIMPLE GARMENTS FOR CHILDREN (From 4 to 14)… With
paper patterns comprising in all 57 pieces cut by the holder of a Diploma of the London Institute of
plain needlework and with 6 coloured plates and other illustrations by Miss. D. Payne. Longmans,
Green, and Co., 39 Paternoster Row, London. 1913.
£ 385
FIRST EDITION, PRESENTATION & ASSOCIATION COPY. 8vo, pp. xvi, 47, [1] imprint; with several
illustrations, six coloured, throughout the text; with 52 of the 57 cut pieces [for ages 4, 7, 10 & 13] on
parchment tracing paper housed within a compartment on the verso of the front cover, two of the flaps
holding the pieces loose, the other two chipped with loss along folds, the pieces held together nonetheless;
text clean throughout; bound in the original green publisher’s cloth, spine and upper board lettered in black,
rather dust-soiled and upper cover with stain affecting the lettering; inscribed by the author on front free
endpaper ‘to M. Hawkens with many thanks for all her devoted & conscientious work in connection with the
paper patterns. M. Bertha Synge. Sept 1913’.
Rare first edition, and a desirable presentation copy, of this work giving instruction on the making of Simple
Garments for Children (From 4 to 14) , including a near complete set of the patterns cut for the purpose.
Usefully a review in a contemporary newspaper is loosely inserted, which is worth quoting as it provides
information on the reasons behind the work:
‘In her experience as a manager of the London County Council Schools and as the secretary of a Children’s
Care Committee, Miss M. B. Synge has seen how medical and hygienic work is hampered and even made
wholly valueless by what the children wear. It is not that the slum child is apt to wear too little. On the
contrary, it is on record that at an examination of 14,000 children only 21 were found to be insufficiently clad
(1909). Rather will she - for the girl is the chief sufferer - support anything up to twenty thicknesses of
flannelette about her waist, few of her vast number of garments having any pretensions to fit. She is chafed in
all directions and free movement is an impossibility. It is to provide a remedy for this state of things that Miss
Synge has published her present work, which not only describes a complete outfit of healthy and attractive
garments, but gives short and simple directions as to their making and easily understood paper patterns, from
which the veriest novice could cut them out. Some of the suggested materials are too expensive for workingclass mothers, and, indeed, would probably be unfamiliar to them, but the aim is rather to introduce the new
garments to working parties and the like, on whose philanthropy the poorer parents depend’.
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Margaret Bertha Synge (1861-1939), besides her roles listed above, was predominantly an author of books for
children at the end of the nineteenth and beginning of the twentieth-century, publishing some twenty three
works over a 34 year period.
OCLC records three copies in the UK, at Cambridge, the NLS and the BL, and one in North America, at
Bradley University.

RARE FRENCH

TEACHING TOY

72 [TEACHING TOY]. DURU, Hugues, & DONJEAN, Gustave artist. ENCYCLOPEDIE DES
ENFANTS. Par H. Duru. Paris. [H. Duru Editeur, Litho. H. Jannin]. [c. 1850].
£ 2,000
Complete with 24 question and answer cards (10.5 x 13.2cm), 12 with handcoloured lithographed scenes, plus
three other cards in manuscript, copying the Natural History, Navigation and Sculpture cards; one answer
card torn and repaired, another with minor loss to one corner, otherwise apart from some light dust-soiling
and a few minor marks, a clean set; housed in the original box (15.5 x 12.5 x 2 cm), the lid with handcoloured
lithograph label replicating the scene from the ‘grammar’ card, and with the lithograph instruction sheet
(additionally signed by Duru at foot) pasted to the inside of the lid; box lightly worn and dust-soiled and with
some discreet repairs to the joints, all of which do not detract from this being a very desirable item.
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Rare French game designed to teach children on the scope and purpose of twelve subjects, namely grammar,
arithmetic, geography, history, astronomy, natural history, art, design & sculpture, architecture, agriculture,
commerce, and navigation. Each question card is then followed by a response card, which gives the appropriate
answer.
The toy is evidently intended for boys and girls alike, a young lady, for instance, is depicted on the geography
card together with peoples representative of Asia, Europe and America. Clearly the intention of the
educational cards was two fold: to teach young children the simple rudiments of each subject while also
introducing more complex ideas, and thus also adopting the style of a memory game, the bright and vibrant
handcoloured illustrations also contributing to this end.
We have been unable to find any reference to this particular toy although the publisher H. Duru, the
lithographer H. Jannin, and the artist Gustave Donjean worked together in producing several other such items
together with prints between 1850 and 1860. Hugues Duru began his activity as a bookseller and publisher of
games sometime in the 1830’s. He started his career, however, as a teacher at the Cécile Margarita in the
Marais area of Paris before trying his hand at publishing grammars and other works aimed at a juvenile
audience. His earliest publications has his address at 33 rue Mauconseil, later he moved to the rue Pavée and is
last recorded at the 10 rue du cloître St-Jacques where he appears to have been in straightened circumstances
and working and living in a single room. This forced Duru to give up his own business when he joined the
major games manufacture Léon Saussine, based in Paris. The artist of the present cards is likely Gustave
Donjean, who collaborated with Duru on a number of other games at this time. He was born in St Michiel and
exhibited at the Paris Salon in 1865 and 1868. He appears to have progressed from illustrating toys and games
to supplying designs for sheet music covers, portraits and illustrations for magazines, papers and journals.

A

NEW ORPHAN HOSPITAL FOR

EDINBURGH

73 TOD, T[homas]. AN ACCOUNT OF THE RISE, PROGRESS, PRESENT STATE, AND
INTENDED ENLARGEMENTS, of the Orphan Hospital. To which is added, poetical meditations on
various subjects. By T. Tod, merchant, Treasurer to that Corporation. Published for the benefit of
the orphans. Edinburgh: printed by James Donaldson. 1785.
£ 850
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FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. [2], 44, 47, [1] blank; folding engraved frontispiece by Alexander Bell after Thomas
Tod; nineteenth or early twentieth century half calf over marbled boards, neatly rebacked to match, spine gilt
lettered; a very good crisp copy.
In 1727 the Edinburgh merchant, Andrew Gardner had established a charitable subscription to raise funds to
build an orphan institution. The resulting Orphan Hospital, was built between 1734 and 1781, below the North
Bridge. Thomas Tod was a successful tanner in Edinburgh, and as the new treasurer, increased funding for the
institution and produced the present work to illustrate his proposal to add two wings to the William Adam
building.
‘In 1781, by the number of children taken in, they were so much crowded in that part of the house then built,
as rendered an enlargement absolutely necessary. The enlargement of the Hospital became the more
necessary, as in 1782, there were introduced into the house many different manufactures, since which time the
children are employed as shoemakers, tailors, book-binders, milliners, mantua-makers, &c. which required a
great deal more room for these operations; the many advantages of which, both to the children’s health, and
the funds of the hospital, are obvious. After the hours of their education in reading, writing, arithmetic and
religion, they are all pleasantly employed in useful work, fitted to their ages.’. [pp. 3-4].
Alexander Kincaid in his The Traveller’s Companion Through the City of Edinburgh and Suburbs of 1794
describes the hospital after Tod’s plan for raising funds and improvements had been accomplished: ‘This
charity is so extensive, that Orphans from any part of the British empire are taken in, so far as the funds will
admit ; indigence, and the number of children in the poor family, being the best title to it. In proportion to the
rife of donations and legacies, the number of Orphans increased till 1781, when Mr Thomas Tod, merchant in
Edinburgh, became treasurer. It was then greatly enlarged for better accommodating the children, and for their
performing a greater variety of work. Thereby more orphans are maintained and educated at less expense ;
and enjoy healthy and cheerful exercise, suited to their different ages, with proper care and better
accommodation. It is remarkable, that, from January 1784, to January 1787, out of from 130 to 140 young
children, not one have died. This year (1794) in the Hospital 58 Girls and 56 boys, in ail 112. A particular
account of the rise, progress, present state, and intended enlargements of this Hospital, was published by the
treasurer in 1785. This Hospital is now made conspicuous by an elegant spire, clock, and other outward
improvements’.
Tod had also published, in 1782, Consolatory thoughts on American independence, which too was ‘published
for the benefit of the Orphan Hospital at Edinburgh’.
OCLC records copies in North America, at Yale, Wisconsin, the Newberry library, Texas, Cornell, Minnesota,
McMaster and the Library of Congress.

SIMPLE,
74

CHEAP ENTERTAINMENT

[TOYS]. TINY TOPS FOR TINY FINGERS. [n.p.] [n.d., c. 1900?].

£ 125

Original pale blue box (6.7 x 4.2 x 2.4cm), hinged lid edged in red with printed title label, which when opened
reveals a lilac interior, and contains six tiny spinning tops, four in ebony, two which appear to be later (in fruit
wood or coromandel), box rubbed to extremities, and lightly dust-soiled.
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Remarkable survival of this box of spinning tops for very nimble ‘tiny fingers’. Almost certainly manufactured in
the early years of twentieth century, the box would have likely sat on the counter of an Edwardian toy shop,
with the tops sold for pennies, perhaps predominantly to poor children, or households with very low incomes.

‘C L E V E R L Y

ILLUSTRATED WITH BLACKBOARD SKETCHES’

75 USSHER, Beverley, and Dorothy JEBB. OBSERVATION LESSONS ON PLANT LIFE. A guide to
the teacher. A two years’ course of nature study. London: O. Newmann & Co., 84, Newman Street.
Dublin: 88, Talbot Street. 1903.
£ 200
72

FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. xvi, [i] blank, 220; with one coloured
plate and a number black and white illustrations throughout the
text; bound in the original olive green publisher’s cloth, spine
and upper board lettered and tooled in gilt, lightly rubbed, but
still a very good copy.
Scarce first edition of this ‘very engaging book’, providing
Observation lessons on plant life , by Mrs. Beverley Ussher and
Dorothy Jebb.
‘The work is intended as “A Guide to the Teacher” as well as a
storehouse of instruction for the pupil; and it is calculated for a
two years’ course, or seventy-four hours of instruction. The
treatment is intentionally formal, and, if the sequence is
irregular, yet there is preserved a general progression, and the
author’s appeal to the Board of Education’s injunction that “the
instruction should be in every case appropriate to the season
of the year, and the circumstances of the locality” (Review in
Education Outlook, 1904).
The work is set out over two years, progressing from buds,
twigs, bulbs, Asparagus, Cauliflower, Turnips and Brussels
Sprouts in the first year, to Rhubarb, Cherry Blossom,
Buttercup Flowers (with a wonderful accompanying coloured
illustration in the Art Nouveau style), Tomatoes, and ‘Orange
Fruit Monstrosities’ in the second, before concluding with an
informative chapter of ‘Observations to the Teacher Out of
Doors’, with the authors encouraging that ‘the foregoing
lessons of almost pure analysis ought to be supplemented by
visions’ though adding ‘not necessarily by rambles’ (p. 206).
OCLC records copy in the UK, at the National library of
Wales, and two in North America, at UC Berkeley and Oregon
State; apparently no copy in the British library.

‘C A R E F U L L Y

COMPARED AND RESTORED’

76 WATTS, Isaac. DIVINE AND MORAL SONGS, attempted in easy language for the use of
children… Ornamented with Engravings on Wood. London: Printed for Beilby and Knotts, sold for
them in Birmingham; and by all Booksellers in Town and Country. [n.d., c. 1810].
£ 150
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12mo, pp. 53, [1] blank; with wood engraved frontispiece and several more scattered throughout the text
(one neatly coloured by hand); stitched as issued in the original green wraps, lightly marked, inscribed on the
front paste down ‘Edmund Waller, 59 Wymer St, Heigham, Norwich’.
Divine Songs can justly be claimed to be the first classic text written for children in England. It’s popularity
lasted almost two centuries, although its origins are firmly rooted in the puritan tradition of English Literature.
The present issue is interesting as the publisher, Beilby and Knotts, is at lengths to point out, through a printed
notice on the title page, that ‘several unjustifiable deviations from the original copy of Dr. Watts having been
made, in accommodation to religious peculiarities, very different from the principles inculcated by the author,
the Publishers have carefully compared and restored the present edition’.
OCLC records a copy with a Birmingham imprint (microform copies), but not the present London issue.
However, one wonders whether there has been some confusion over the ‘sold for them in Birmingham’ in the
imprint.

A

PRIZE FOR GOOD CONDUCT

77 [YOUNG, Edward]. NIGHT THOUGHTS, on life, death, and immortality, A Poem. To which
are added, A Paraphrase on Part of the Book of Job, and the Last Day, by Edward Young, L.L.D., with
the life of the author. London: Printed for William Lane, at the Minerva Press, Leadenhall-Street.
1793.
£ 350
FIRST MINERVA EDITION. 12mo, pp. [xiv], [ii], 300; with engraved frontispiece; apart from some light
offsetting from the frontispiece, a clean crisp copy throughout; in contemporary sprinkled calf, spine ruled and
tooled in gilt with red morocco label lettered in gilt, some minor rubbing, but overall a very desirable copy,
with neat presentation inscription on front pastedown: ‘Notting Hill House Boarding School. This book was
presented to Miss Ann Pocock, at the Midsummer Vacation 1794. In Approbation of her uniform good
conduct’, with the later armorial bookplate of J. Hornsby Wright opposite.
Uncommon Minerva press edition of one of the most profound meditative poems of the century, and an oftenunrecognised source of many quotations usually thought of as Shakespearean: ‘Procrastination is the thief of
time’, ‘Tired Nature’s sweet restorer, balmy sleep’.
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Provenance: Notting Hill House, today called Aubrey
House, was let to Mrs Catterine Tutty in 1791 where
she established a boarding school. She had run a similar
boarding school at Hertford before 1755 and later at
Hoddeston, also in Hertfordshire, before moving to
London. She continued to teach at Notting Hill until
her death at 78 in 1803. We have not been able to
identify Ann Pocock, although the later owner Joseph
Hornsby Wright, (1817-1885) carefully placed his
bookplate facing the inscription so there must have
been some filial connection. Wright lived at 3 Abbey
Road in London, so the book would have been housed
there for a number of years, however, he and his family
were long gone when the Beatles took possession of
the premises for their recording sessions.
OCLC: 10951647.
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